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Judicial Cases
Reported for
Fall Semester
ByANJAMILDE
NEWS WRITER
The reports of the judicial actions taken
by the Honor Council, the Dean of
Students' Office, and the Office of Campus
Life during the fall semester of 2006 have
recently been published. The Dean of
Students' Office and the Honor Council
adjudicates cases that occur outside of the
residential halls or those cases where there is
a likelihood that an offender could face sepEdwin C. Pratt
aration from the College. By and large, the
Office of Campus life is responsible for the
adjudication of cases that occur within the
residential community. Non-academic cases
discussion that followed set the tone for the group, commented, "What's out there right referred to an Honor Council judicial panel
weekend, as many people expressed frustra- now is a reflection of lack of education in utilize the College's formal grievance
tion with mainstream music and the stereo- our communities." Trinity seemed more process. Alternatively, individual hearing
types that are perpetuated by it. Trinity's than receptive to the deeper messages advo- officers of the College (Deans, Campus Life
International Hip-Hop Festival was created cated by the weekends artists. After her per- personnel, and Area Co-ordinators) may use
and carried out as a way to move back to formance on Friday night Eternia smilingly an administrative resolution process to
the more conscious and positive roots of said, "I think Trinity can actually absorb resolve cases.
hip-hop.
content and words and not just beats."
Christopher D. Card, Associate Dean of
The performances were hosted by the
One of the more powerful performances Students, is responsible for all non-academMinister Server of the national Temple of of the weekend came from local artist Self ic cases occurring at Trinity. Whenever a
Hip-Hop group as well as La Bruja, an Suffice. Hartford in general was well repre- member of the student body, faculty, or
activist, poet, actress, and emcee. Before sented through the sheer numbers of people administration believes that a student or a
Friday night's show Minister Server com- that came out for the festival. At the height student organization has violated the regumented, "There is unlimited opportunity in of the performances, there was a fairly even lations of the College or the principles of
hip-hop culture ... I see people beyond race, ratio of Hartford.f residents ,an4 Trinity stu- the Stjudent Integrity Contract, he .or she
class, religion looking for things to change." dents. This is a change from last year when, can bring a complaint to the Dean of
He added, "A true artist understands their according to Self Suffice, people in Students Office. Upon receipt of the comresponsibility." The artists throughout the Hartford, "were actually disappointed they plaint, the hearing officer assigned to the
weekend took this concept and delivered didn't know about it" He continued, "This case will review the incident and conduct
powerful, thought-provoking performances. is not just good for Trinity but for Hartford any preliminary investigation as appropriAll of the artists that performed this past ... for me it's not just about bridging the gap ate. Administrative resolutions are designed
weekend made the choice to dedicate then- between Trinity and Hartford exclusively. to be non-adversarial proceedings. The
music to relevant issues instead of conform- Hartford is extremely segregated." Looking entire process intends to hear all sides of an
ing to the demands of the mainstream.
Rodstarz of Rebel Diaz, a Chicago based
see STUDENT on page 18
see DEAN on page 6

Second Annual International Hip-Hop Festival Celebrated at Trinity College
By SARAH GARDINER
ARTS WRITER

This past weekend, participants from all
aspects of hip-hop culture were welcomed to
Trinity College for the second annual
International Hip-Hop
ONLINE
festival. The five elements
of hip-hop are emceeing, View more
Festival
break dancing, graffiti,
photos at
DJing, and knowledge and
www.trinity
were well represented
through workshops, panel tripod.com
discussions, documentary
n g and performances held throughout campus Friday through Sunday.
The festival began with opening remarks
by President James R Jones in Cinestudio
Friday afternoon followed by a viewing of
Beyond Beats and Rhymes: A Hip-Hop
Head Weighs in on Masculinity in Hip-Hop
Culture. This documentary explores how
the hyper masculine ideal that has come to
dominate main stream hip-hop limits the
type of music that is being produced. The

Former Trinity President, Professor Presents Lecture on History
as well.
Professor Frank Kirkpatrick,
the Ellsworth Morton Tracy
On Tuesday, March 27, Lecturer and Professor of
Trinity Professor Emeritus and Religion, introduced Painter.
former
College
President Painter graduated from Trinity
Borden W. Painter gave a lec- in 1958, receiving a degree in
ture, "History, God, andHistory. He proceeded to get his
Science: A Case Study in the graduate degree from the
misuse of History." The lecture General Theological Seminary
is part of the ongoing series pro- in New York City, and then
vided by the Individualized received his Ph.D in history
Degree Program for Adults from Yale University. Painter's
(IDP), in which they ask profes- involvement at Trinity has been
sors to speak to the Trinity com- extensive. He has served as the
munity about a topic of their History Department Director,
choice. They organize and fund the Dean of the Faculty, and
each of these lectures and pro- was Interim President of the colvide an informal reception after- lege. His scholastic work outside
wards. The majority of the audi- of teaching includes numerous
ence was comprised of IDP stu- articles written for journals, a
Mussolini's
Rome:
dents; however, there were mem- book,
bers of the faculty and under- Rebuilding the Eternal City, and
graduate student body present has organized forums on sexualByJORDYN SIMS
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ity in the Bible for the
Episcopal
Diocese
of
Connecticut.
In his lecture, Painter
addressed the ways in which two
authors used history to prove
their points with regards to religion. The two books addressed
were The End of Faith, by Sam
Harris and The God Delusion,
by Richard Dawkins. According
to Painter, Harris states that religion dictates violence and
destruction. He sights slavery,
castration, child labor, cannibalism, and sodomy as historical
examples of religion's violent
and destructive influence on
history. Painter also discussed
the historical events Harris referenced as evidence for religion's negative influence on hissee PAINTER on page 13
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Former Trinity President and Professor Borden W. Painter gave a lecture last week.
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Response to "Informed Choice"
Pamphlet Was Close-Minded
As a contributor to the
Informed Consent packet that was
distributed to students last month, I
want to respond to the op-ed piece
by Michael Pontone in the March
27 edition of the Tripod. I find it
disheartening that his objection to
the packet is not just to its content,
but to the fact that he was "forced"
to look at a "biased and ferventlyone-sided publication" that he obviously disagreed with. I see several
problems with his argument.
First, it is hard to see how the
fact that it was placed in his mailbox "forced" him to look at it. I
routinely receive things in my mailbox that I don't want to read; after
glancing at them I deposit them in
the recycling bin the department
secretary has placed next to the mail
boxes. I don't see how this can possibly be construed as more than a
very minor annoyance.
Second, if his concern is that he
was "forced" to look at a "onesided" and "biased" packet, then it
is worth noting that the Women
and Gender Resource Action Center
newsletter that he mentions is seen
to be equally one-sided, since it is
written from a blatantly pro-choice
point of view.
When the students who edited

the Informed
Choice
packet
approached me about contributing
an article, they explained that they
felt, as women, that their views were
marginalized by this newsletter, and
they wanted to disseminate their
own views equally widely. Since Mr.
Pontone has no objections to the
Women's Center newsletter being
put in his box, he should not have
any problems with the Informed
Consent packet: what is sauce for
the goose is sauce for the gander.
Ultimately, I am disturbed by
the close-mindedness that seems
implicit in Mr. Pontone's objections: he appears to be offended by
the prospect of being exposed to a
perspective he disagrees with.
(Given that I don't accept his argument that he was forced to read it, I
don't place a lot of weight on his
disclaimers.) Contrast this with the
mission statement of Trinity
College: "Our purpose is to foster
critical thinking, free the mind of
parochialism and prejudice, and prepare students to lead examined
lives."
His overreaction seems to be
part and parcel with my own experience: pro-life views are regarded as
beyond the pale, and therefore need
not be engaged with.
DAVID CRUZ-URIBE, SFO
PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS

Professor Comments on Tripod
Confusion Over His Identity
I often learn new things from The
Trinity Tripod, and this week is no
exception. I was intrigued to read in
the March 27 issue that I have a son
who is a Trinity graduate and who is
now in medical school. I had fleeting
images of a future involving inexpensive medical care - (once I finished
paying off his college tuition bills of
course) - until I realized that I don't
actually have a son, much less one who
has graduated from Trinity. For the
record, the purported offspring the
Tripod has invented for me is as fictional as the opinions on the language
requirement that were wrongly attributed to me. I am forced to conclude
that unless one of my colleagues was
impersonating me, the Tripod Staff
Writer was very confused. I look forward to removal of the article from the
Tripod Web site, lest my friends and
family begin to wonder if I'm leading a
double life.
DANIEL BLACKBURN
PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY

March 27, 2007 Corrections
In "Admin. Plans Foreign Lang.
Requirement," Professor David
Henderson was mistakenly identified
as Professor Daniel Blackburn. The
Editor sincerely apologizes for any
confusion this may have caused.

Student Artists Must Learn to Accept Criticism
In order for a college newspaper to
run efficiently, communication with
student groups is essential. A paper
cannot run if students deem that th!eir •
events are not subject to evaluation or
discussion. This is true for all campus
groups, whether they are sports teams,
academic classes, or extracurricular
clubs.
In particular, however, communication and cooperation are especially
important for theater and dance performances, and, for an Arts section to
function properly, there cannot be a
wall between students artists and journalists.
. In the past, the Tripod has made
an effort to cover all student theatrical
and artistic productions. Our purpose
is to promote awareness of campus
events to the entire community, and
nothing exemplifies this better than art
arts performance. Often, productions
draw smaller numbers, and it is only
fair that they are publicized and evaluated so that those who could not
attend (such as faculty or alumni) can
read about the event.
Recently, a few student artists have
gone so far as to declare that they will
not allow reviews to be written and to
call into question the paper's reviewing credibility and talent.
Admittedly, like any newspaper,
the Tripod has made factual errors in
the past. When this happens, however,
the Editorial staff openly admits our
mistakes by printing and apologizing
for them on this very page. Errors do
not mean, though, that our writers are
inept or that our criticisms • are
unfounded or misinformed, or even
more, that we do not have the right to
review art.
These student artists have decided
that their fellow students are not qualified or entitled to review their senior
thesis performances. Their, reasons
vary, ranging from "my piece isn't
designed to be a repeatable, sterile"

piece to "if the Tripod or writer can't
be bothered to do the research then I
can't be bothered to be in the paper."
"The problems with these excuses
are many. First, if a performance is
open to the public and advertised as
such, the student artist has no right to
deny any student admission — whether
they are a Tripod reporter or not. This
means that when an event is public,
the press has the right to review it.
Secondly, to suggest that a reporter
must understand the complicated theory and research behind a play is to
distort the meaning of theater and of
art. Art, of all things, is open to interpretation, and most people who exper
rience art are not experts and are not
cognizant of the theory behind the
piece. All an audience member can
truly know is his or her own reaction
to that art. To insist that a Tripod
reporter must know extra background
about a piece but to not provide this
information to the entire audience is
antithetical to the meaning of art either the whole audience is enlightened by the director, or no one is.
Artists should know that once
their art becomes exposed to the public, they no longer have control over
how people will view it. And they
shouldn't. That is the whole point of
art.
One artist threatened to stop us
from writing a review, only to then
demand that the "inexperienced"
writer meet with her both before and
after the performance, so that she
could "understand" the show In her
own words, no one would interpret
the play in the same way. But, by
doing this, the artist contradicted herself. Her argument was that everyone
interprets art differently, yet she wanted the review to be about her own
interpretation.
The writer, in turn, was so frustrated by this exchange that the article
turned into an explanation of the

director's views of the play, and not a
review. This intimidation factor by the
director is not acceptable; by doing
this, she ruined the special relationship
that art shares with its viewer. Once
performed, the art, not the artist,
should influence the views of the audience. The student director, by requiring that our writer speak with her
twice, attempted to control the personal thoughts of the reviewer, which was
the exact opposite of the message of
her play.
The same artist also claimed that
she was worried about an "inaccurate
and unverified review." Calling a
review inaccurate is like saying someone's opinion is wrong. You may riot
agree with it, but you don't have the
right to silence it.
Student artists at Trinity need to
understand that a review is the opinion of one person given the task of
reviewing. Part of being an artist is
knowing that your art will be reviewed,
The Tripod understands that student
works are products of sweat, blood,
and tears (and we commend you for
that), but you must understand that
these works are subject to discussion
and analysis. To unfairly accuse a
writer of being inept is a poor excuse
for your inability to take criticism, and
we ask that you learn to accept this.
Criticism is not isolated to the arts
world. The Tripod goes through the
same process: writers put time and
effort into articles and they are also
subject to public criticism and scrutiny. We know what it is like to be criticized, -but we also understand that
once we put our work out into the
public, we no longer have control over
what people will say about it, which is
as it should be. Nor do we mind.
Should any student artist choose
to reply, the Tripod asks that you
do so politely and in a professional
manner. Acting otherwise will not
be tolerated.
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Inter-Social Committee Holds Forum on Campus Unity, Diversity
ByJORDYN SIMS

ing racism, diversity, and unity,
while keeping in mind the goal
to come up with proposals and
On Sunday, April 1, the ideas to solve these issues. After
Inter-Social Committee organ- a brief introduction from each
ized a campus-wide forum with group, including their general
representation from each of the mission statements and campus
groups who participate in the activities, the room was broken
committee. Ranging from Greek up into smaller groups of about
organizations to cultural organi- 10 to 15 people. Each group was
zations to residential living fairly diverse, with representation
options, there were 17 groups from the various organizations
present. These groups included as well as from faculty members
The Fred, AD, Pike, Psi U, Crow, and students not necessarily
Kappa Kappa Gamma, the Ivy affiliated with any of the groups.
Society,
Zeta
A mediator from
Omega Eta, the
the Inter-Social
Also, in order to help
S t u d e n t
Committee led
students to get to
Government
each group in a
know each other betAssociation,
discussion lasting
Temple of Hipter, an "open-door pol- about 45 minHop, Hillel, La
utes.
icy" was suggested for
Voz
Latina,
After the disthe Erst few weeks of
Asian-American
cussion,
each
S t u d e n t
group's mediator
school, in an attempt
Association,
came
forward
to recreate the freshImani,
the
and gave a brief
man dorm experience
summary of the
Muslim Student
discussion from
where people are more
Association,
each
group.
Caribbean
interested in meeting
While
concluS t u d e n t
the people who live on sions were simiAssociation, and
lar, they did
their halls.
the
Trinity
cover a vast range
College Black
of campus-wide issues. Campus
Women's Organization.
The goal of the forum was to safety came up, and the group
discuss campus issues concem- who brought this issue up felt
OPINIONS EDITOR
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S. Alyssa Simpson

Trinity students gather in small groups during the Inter-Social Committee meeting.

that Trinity's campus needed to
stay open in order to promote
positive interaction with the
community.
An idea that was repeated
multiple times was that there
needs to be an increased exposure to events, as well as an
increased number of campuswide events. Joint events where
two or more organizations work
together to plan and organize
the event were cited as particularly helpful in creating a more

united campus. An example of
such an event would be the hiphop concert at AD organized by
the fraternity and Temple of
Hip-Hop. Each group noted
that Trinity students need to get
to know each other on a more
personal level. The general consensus was that without a face to
put with an organization and
without at least trying to discover common interests that we all
share, we cannot become a united, supportive community.

This also raised the issue of
generalizations about other students and groups. The students
wanted to displace misconceptions and stereotypes of organizations and instead inform the
student body about the actual
missions of the organizations
here on campus, as well as to
encourage students to get to
know others in order to avoid
generalizations.
One possible
approach for this issue brought
up was a place, like a student
union, where students could
gather on neutral ground just to
hang out, spend time together,
and get to know each other.
One • suggested location was
Vernon Social Center, and some
students had the idea of providing a desk or office for each student organization in Vernon.
Also, in order to help students to
get to know each other better, an
"open-door policy" was suggested for the first few weeks of
school, in an attempt to recreate
the freshman dorm experience
where people are more interested
in meeting the people who live
on their halls.
Concerning generalizations
surrounding the fraternities, an
idea was suggested to create a
see MORE on page 4

Trin Faculty Recognized Mellon Grant Recipients Present Goals
by Inaugural Newsletter
By DANIEL ZAUDERER

NEWS WRITER

By JAMES E. KUKSTIS
SPORTS EDITOR
On Tuesday, March 27, the
inaugural edition of the faculty
newsletter was sent out to the
Trinity community from the
Dean of Faculty's office. The
newsletter reports mainly on faculty publications and conference
papers or publications. It also
documents
performances,
exhibits, grants, fellowships, honors, awards, and other special distinctions received by Trinity faculty members.
In the past, a very similar
publication existed, and faculty
members missed it. Because of
this, and because of increasing
pressure
from
the
Communications Office for a
more steady current of information about faculty accomplishments, the newsletter was once
again put into publication. "I
wanted to let the Trinity community know what faculty were
doing," said Dean of Faculty
Rena Fraden.
The newsletter, which is sent
out only to the Trinity community, its faculty, staff, administrators, and students, will be produced in the future every fall,
winter, and spring. This first
newsletter covered faculty accomplishments from December 2006.
Faculty accomplishments prior
to this date can be found on the
Trinity Web site, in the curriculum vitae section, found at each

professor's profile page.
The March 2007 faculty
newsletter listed 15 publications,
18 conference papers and presentations, five performances and
exhibits, four grants and fellowships, two honors and awards,
and two other professional
accomplishments. This included
speeches at national conferences,
art exhibits in 'Europe, and special distinction among crew
coaches.
The two professional accomplishments were that Joan
Morrison, Associate Professor of
Biology, was elected secretary of
the Raptor Research Foundation,
a professional society that deals
with birds of prey,- and that
Trinity Research Professor Barry
Kosmin's was reappointed as a
Senior Associate at the Centre
for Hebrew and Jewish Studies at
Oxford University.
In an institution of higher
learning, a newsletter such as this
is used to highlight the professional achievements that professors engage in that do not deal
directly with the institution. The
accomplishments that are listed
on the newsletter are the standard pieces of information that
are added to the professor's curriculum vitae. This newsletter is
expected to allow for better publication of Trinity faculty members' accomplishments, and better knowledge of all the work
that is being done outside the
campus borders.

On March 28 and 29, the
recipients of the Mellon UrbanGlobal Grants participated in a
workshop to promote the availability of the new grants, share
their work, and explore the
"urban-global" field of study. The
Urban-Global Exploration Project
Committee stemmed from the
Cornerstone Fund, a strategic
planning effort launched in 2004;
the $500 Mellon Grants are a
major component of the project
committee. The Cornerstone
Fund, a development of Trinity
College President James F. Jones,
is, according to two of its goals,
devoted to "Global Initiatives"
and "Urban Initiatives."
The grant recipients were Katie
Gordon, Meaghan Kilian, Danai
Pointer, Fernanda Rocha, Michael
Snow, and Jessica Wagner, all
members of the class of 2007.
Associate
Professor
of
Educational
Studies
Jack
Dougherty acted as moderator.
"These students were the guinea
pigs. With the workshops we're
trying to get the word about the
grants out," said Dougherty. He
further explained that the students' work may lend clarity to
urban-global issues.
During the sparsely attended
workshops (Thursday's workshop
had only two people in attendance), the recipients briefly outlined their projects and explained
how they utilized their grants.
The brief presentations were followed by an equally brief brain-

Erin Caner

Meaghan Kilian '07 presents her project on the practice of "redlining" in Hartford.

storming session, where attendees Guakia, a Hartford-based Puerto
were invited to share preliminary Rican heritage arts organization
that had recently gone through
project ideas with the recipients.
The recipients made use of economic difficulties.
The workshop participants
their grant money in a variety of
ways. Kilian, for example, pro- encouraged seniors to apply for
duced a poster on "redlining" in the grant, commenting that the
Hartford, an illegal housing phe- project could be used in conjuncnomenon which targets low- tion with a senior thesis or exhibiincome families. She also paid her tion. "The grant allowed me to
way to Philadelphia in order to wrap my head around what I was
present her findings at the Eastern going to do for my thesis; it preSociological Society Conference. vented me from leaving it to the
"You can use your money in real- last minute," Kilian said.
• Although each grant is only
ly creative ways," Kilian said.
Gordon, a double major in $500, Professor Dougherty emphaInternational
and
Hispanic sized the difficulty in receiving
Studies, exercised creativity when money from other sources, such
"And
she paid for research assistance in as department heads.
believe
me,"
Dougherty
continChile after having realized that she
could not afford travel expenses. ued, "if any of you are considering
Pointer used her funds to create
and print a marketing booklet for
see SENIORS on page 5
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More Events Planned byTrin Groups
of repercussion on the members.
A suggestion made to address
newsletter for the fraternities, this issue was to have each organreporting
on
ization
write
their actions outinto their consti"We as students conside of the usual,
tution a sort of
trol the social scene
more publicized
moral
code,
party
scene. here and we're the ones requiring people
Each
of the
to take responsiwho can £x it"
Greek societies
bility for their
emphasized comown actions and
munity service in
step in and try
- Melissa Litwack '10
their brief introto stop an inciductions at the
dent of intolerbeginning of the forum, and stu- ance on campus if one were to
dents felt it was a shame that see such an incident. Regarding
these actions went virtually the goal of promoting unity and
unrecognized.
acceptance on campus, a
Another issue that was required course on diversity was
brought up was the way in which also suggested.
individual actions continuously
The forum ended with a posget pinned upon groups. While itive atmosphere, articulated by
this is unfortunate, these groups freshman Melissa Litwack's stateoften neglect to take responsibil- ment that "we as students conity for their members' actions trol the social scene here and
and to enforce at least some kind we're the ones who can fix it.
continued from page 3

Jordyn A. Sims

Discussion leaders summarize their groups 1 thoughts about diversity on campus.

News from the NESCAC
Wesleyan University: Michael S. Roth, a historian and
president of California College of the Arts, will become
the 16th president of Wesleyan University at the beginning of the 2007-08 academic year. Roth will replace
President Douglas J. Bennet '59 who has been president
since 1995. Roth, a member of Wesleyan's class of 1978,
has been a professor of history and the humanities since
1983 and is recognized both as a curator and author. He
is noted for founding the Scripps College Humanities
Institute in Claremont, Calif, as a center for intellectual
exchange across disciplines, for his scholarly leadership
in the arts community as Associate Director of the Getty
Research Institute in Los Angeles, and for enhancing the
academic excellence, national reputation, and financial
strength of California College of the Arts.

S. Alyssa Simpson
Ethnic food was served at the meeting.

The ISC is already in the
process of planning campus-wide
events targeted at unifying the
campus and helping students get
to know each other better on a
more personal level. One such
event is a second orientation for
the sophomores, juniors, and
seniors at the beginning of each
school year.
Responses to the forum were
widely positive. Sarah Gardiner
'10, one of the organizers of the
forum, said, "What I really liked
about this forum as opposed to
others that I've been to is that it
reflected a broad range of students while still maintaining a
personal feel. I also appreciated
that we were able to discuss
tough issues while still retaining
respect for one another. In order
to see any sort of change- --we'll.
have to discuss things that aren't
comfortable, and I think it was
great that we were able to do
that."

The Gavel: SGA This Week
The SGA failed to make quorum this week and did not meet. Two resolutions that were due
to be voted on by the Senate were tabled until next week. The resolutions were SR 20071 which,
if passed, would..have changed the requirements for running for a Steering Board position to allow
members of the student body without SGA experience to,run. with double the usual amount of
signatures and the endorsement of 10 SGA Senators or five Steering Board members, and SR
200702 which, if passed, would have allocated $260 to Relay for Life for advertisment materials.
The SGA will be holding elections for the following Steering Board positions: President,
Executive Vice-President, Vice-President of Finance, and Vice-President of Multicultural Affairs as
well as for members of the Budget Committee and Senators At-Large. Election packets can be
picked up at Mather Front Desk "and are due back on Friday, April 6. The election will be held
on Wednesday, April 11 following a public debate in Mather Dining Hall on Monday, April 9.

RELAY FOR LIFE
SIGN UP NOW!
April 14-15
Sign up at:

Connecticut College: President Leo I. Higdon Jr. was featured in a segment on "ABC World News with Charles
Gibson" Thursday, March 29. The segment was about the
costs of a college education and how that money funds
faculty, facilities, and high-tech amenities. In the interview, Higdon stressed that personal attention, mentorship, and exemplary teaching are central to the quality of
a Connecticut College education. He said that the
expense of attracting the best faculty and achieving a 10
ratio of students to teachers accounts for 20 percent of
the College's $100 million annual budget. In addition to
ABC News, NBC-30 was at Connecticut College on
Wednesday to film a story about the College's environmental initiatives. That segment was scheduled to air at 5
p.m. on Monday, April 2.
Middlebury College: The Rohatyn Center for
International Affairs (RCFIA) at Middlebury College
recently awarded its International Research Travel Grants
for 2007. The grants fund overseas research for students
preparing to write senior theses. Students from any discipline or program whose proposed project is international
in its orientation are eligible to apply. The four students
V V ^ t J ^ ^ R C F l A , , , g r ^ ^ . | ^ ; summer, 20&7 are-SraBierster '08, Amanda Goodwin '07, TaTia Lincoln '08, and
Sarah Nelson '08.
Hamilton College: Three Hamilton students have been
named Barry M. Goldwater Scholars for the 2007-08 academic year. Juniors Marco Allodi, Kristin Alongi, and Dan
Campbell are among 317 scholars from across the U.S.,
bringing the number of Goldwater Scholarships awarded
to Hamilton students since 2001 up to 10. The scholarship is the premier national undergraduate award in the
fields of mathematics, the natural sciences, and engineering. Goldwater Scholars were selected on the basis of
academic merit from a field of 1,110 mathematics, science, and engineering students who were nominated by
the faculties of colleges and universities nationwide. The
Scholarship Program honoring Senator Barry M.
Goldwater was designed to foster and encourage outstanding students to pursue careers in the fields of mathematics, the natural sciences, or engineering.

Help Wanted
Summer Jobs
Receive contact information
now for summer employment
at U.S. National Parks/ Western
Dude Ranches, and Theme

Parks.
Daniel.Hoyle@trincoll.edu
Harry.Cypners@trincoll.edu

You must apply early.

www.summerjobsresearch.org

Seniors Awarded $500 in Mellon Grants
continued from page 3

include this more in the curriculum and campus life. "About a
grad school, this is the first thing year ago, nobody was talking
you want to put on the applica- about
urban-global,"
said
tion."
Dougherty. He also took issue
Each participant
offered with the existence of competing
advice to those who were interest- grant models on campus, expressed in filling out an application ing his hope for a more organized
(available
at and straightforward method for
www.trincoll.edu/depts/educ/UG) applying. An urban-global center
The application includes an has been created in an attempt to
cure the instituessay no longer
tion
of confusion,
than three pages.
"It is through projects
and
the
College is
"Lay out your
like these that Trinity
in the process of
goals, hypothesis,
and surrounding instiacquiring a dean
and your proto oversee the cenject's
signifitutions truly recognize
ter.
cance; tell the
the value and intelleccommittee how
"Trinity needs
tual force of the stuyour project will
more coordinaexpand'
our
tion and that's
dent body,"
knowledge
of
what we hope the
global-urban
new Global-Urban
-Danai Pointer '07
issues,"
said
Dean can do,"
Dougherty. "The
said Dougherty.
:
;
application
"With these.projshould be specific but accessible ects were trying to lay some
to people who are not in your groundwork for what the center
field."';
can be because it's pretty amorTo calm the fears of attendees phous right now."
Many of the participants felt
who were unsure of their proposals,., Dougherty stressed the fact the experiences resulting from
that "global-urban" is purposely applying for the grant and engagvague. "All you need to do is con- ing in their successive projects
vince the committee that your were beneficial.
proposal is urban-global," he said.
"The grant gives students the
In the past, the College has opportunity to see what applying
had little experience and few to grants is like and why it's so
examples of urban-global issues on important," said Pointer, who
which to draw, though there have added that participating in the
recently been many attempts to project gave her access to skills she

THE
TOWNHGUSES
29 Temple Street, Hartford, CT
Ph; 860-768-3500
TempleStreetTownhouses .com

hadn't known existed, such as
design and photography. On a
PowerPoint slide featured at the
workshop, Pointer summed up the
positive effects of her project.
"Although I did not directly use
this money, receiving this grant
gave me the ability to give back to
an organization that has meant a
great deal to the greater Hartford
community and to me as well. It
is through projects like these that
Trinity and surrounding institutions truly recognize the value and
intellectual force of the student
body," said Pointer.
Dougherty feels strongly that
the grants were, and will continue
to be successful. "If we're going to
claim to be the best global-urban
campus in the world, let's put
some money where the students
are doing work. $500? Not a lot.
But do we give it to people who
will use it in an effective way? I
think so."
President Jones believes that
the grants and the projects have
made a positive contribution to
the College. "The grants are an
important statement on behalf of
Trinity's urban-international focus,
stemming from the Cornerstones
work done in the 2004-2005 academic year and reinforced by the
Mellon grant that Trinity has
received," said Jones. "These initiatives are important to the difference Trinity can offer our students, and students are the reason
the College exists."

Campus Safety Report
Saturday, March 31
At 3:22 a.m., Campus
Safety received a phone
call from the Vernon
Police Department in
Vernon, Conn. The
Vernon Police said that
they had pulled over a
suspicious vehicle and
had learned from the
suspect that he had just
stolen the vehicle from
the Trinity campus. The
Vernon Police determined that the vehicle
belonged to a Trinity student based on the discovery of a cell phone
number in the car. The
vehicle was impounded
and was returned to the
owner. The suspect was
arrested and will face
legal repercussions for
his auto theft.
At noon, a UMass Lowell
student-athlete collapsed
after having participated
in a track competition at
Trinity. The student-ath-

lete was attended to by
both TCERT and EMT as
well as assisted by
Campus Safety. He was
soon transported to the
Hartford Hospital ER. He
was treated at the hospital and then he was
released to his parents.
Sunday, April 1

At 8:30 p.m., Campus
Safety was alerted to a
fire alarm in the basement of The Smith
House, near the elevator.
Upon entering the area,
officers witnessed a significant amount of
smoke. They discovered
that a space heater had
been on at the time and
the vent fan had failed. A
Campus Safety officer
turned the space heater
off and cleared the room
of smoke. The alarm was
reset, the elevator put
back into operation, and
Campus Safety departed
the scene.

FALL 2007 &
SUMMER 2007

OFF CAMPUS LIVING
• New, fully furnished homes
• On site garage parking
Includes:
•Heat
•Hot water
• Electricity
• Central air
•Wi-Fi
• Fully applianced kitchens
•Full size washer & dryer in
each townhouse
• Cable TV
• Local phone service
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Dean of Students' Office Details Academic Dishonesty in Fall '06
rive resolution, he or she must
notify the Dean of Students.
incident and to have honest and
"In the Fall of 2006, there
open discussions. Cases that are were 261 incidents related to
not resolved through the alcohol violation," Card said. He
Administrative
Resolution was not surprised about the conprocess are forwarded to the nection to alcohol, as it has been
Honor Council Judicial Panel increasing over the past years. "It
for adjudication. "There are 70 is hard to predict numbers for
students in the council who are the current semester, but trends
elected by peers for one year," show that alcohol remains a sigCard remarked. "They attend a nificant issue, as well as noise
mandatory training with my concerns in the residence halls"
office. To process non-academic Card remarked. "Additionally,
violations, five of them are we are considering releasing the
drawn from the pool to take up report on all statistics every
their work as Honor Council," month, not just once a year."
which will first hear from the
The specific rules which govcomplainant.
ern student con"Last fall, there
duct
on and off
"It is hard to predict
were three cases
campus and the
numbers for the curthat the office
procedures for
will refer to the
rent semester, but
adjudicating alleHonor Council,"
gations
of mistrends show that alcoCard said. After
conduct
are
hol remains a signiRall witnesses (if
spelled out in
there are any)
cant issue, as well as
the
Student
have
appeared
Handbook
2006noise concerns in the
and been ques2007, pages 71
resident halls."
tioned, the hearthrough
83.
ing panel will
Cases alleging
question
the
- Christopher D. Card, academic discomplainant and
honesty
are
Associate Dean of
the respondent.
referred to a
Then* they will
hearing panel of
Students
determine
by
the
Honor
majority vote whether the Council for adjudication. The
accused student has violated a procedures which govern the
College regulation and recom- adjudication of academic dismend a sanction. If a student honesty cases are printed in the
wishes to appeal the decision of Student Handbook 2006-2007,
the hearing panel or administra- pages 41 through 46.
continued from page 1
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In the Fall of 2006, 11 faculty members brought forward
charges of academic dishonesty,
involving a total of 14 students,
13 of whom were found to be in
violation of college regulations
regarding intellectual honesty.
One faculty member brought
forward more than one case. In
another instance, two students
brought the suspected cheating
of two students on an exam to
the attention of the professor.
Four cases involved two people.
One person was charged in two
separate cases during the same
semester. Three students plagiarized and/or submitted a peer's
work as their own on more than
one occasion in a given course.
Eight of the 14 who were
brought forward were first-year
students.
"Every year is different in
terms of cases," Ann Reuman,
Associate Dean of Students, said.
"In Fall 2006, 10 cases were
brought forward, which involved
14 students. In Fall 2005, it were
15 cases. In the whole year of
Fall 2005 to Spring 2006, 29
cases were brought forward."
Reuman also said that she cannot predict numbers for the current semester as some cases are
not reported. But, looking at the
past years, "in Fall 2004, only six
cases, and in Fall 2003, just three
cases were brought forward."
Still, Reuman thinks that
instances are not increasing, but
mote of them are reported by

faculty and then forwarded to appeal. Cases that are not
the Honor Council, which was resolved through the administrative
resolution
established five
process shall be
years ago.
Reuman is surprised
forwarded to a
Reuman is
about the occurring
hearing panel for
surprised
about
the
incidents involving dis- adjudication. The
panel shall consist
occurring incihonesty and asks why
of three non-students involving
people plagiarize. She
dent
members
dishonesty and
from
the
Academic
asks why peothinks that many of
Affairs Committee
ple plagiarize.
those students are
and at least four
She thinks that
short on time.
students from the
many of those
Academic Honor
students
are
Council. The comshort on time.
"Stress ends up on making a bad plainant and respondent will
decision. Even on small assign- each be given the opportunity to
ments and extra credit papers, make a statement regarding the
students plagiarized in the past charge and respond to questions.
years." Reuman regards plagia- Academic dishonesty hearings
rism as theft which is ought to are closed and the proceedings
be punished. Any member of the are kept confidential. If the
Trinity community may report panel finds that the student has
violations of the Student violated the Integrity Contract,
Integrity Contract involving aca- the hearing panel shall recomdemic dishonesty to
the mend a penalty from one of the
Academic Honor Council. The three penalty categories: censure,
accused student must submit a suspension, or expulsion. If a
written response to the charge. student wishes to appeal the
The associate dean will review decision of the Academic Honor
the materials and determine the Council, he or she must notify
appropriate process to hear the the designated Associate Dean of
case: a formal hearing before an Students.
Honor Council panel or an
administrative resolution. The
process is designed to hear all
sides of a situation and to have
honest and open discussions.
If the respondent remains
unsatisfied with the resolution,
that person retains the right of

"Sadly, some students come
up more than once," Reuman
said. "And there are more incidents happening than are reported or caught. But the past shows
that faculty are recognizing the
importance or reporting academic dishonesty."
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Pro-life or Pro-choice, All SGA Accomplished Much This Year
Trin Should Be Informed President Devin Romanul Discusses Issues ofPresidential Position
By MARC MONTINI

tion is correct, a good portion of
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
the world committing genocide.
If the pro-choice position is corThe debate over abortion in rect, many people in the world
America is always a heated one, as are being denied an inalienable
it should be, since any stance human freedom. However, these
directly involves
important issues do not only concern
human values. What is more humankind as a whole, but also
important: a right to life or a every human as an individual,
right to choice? Pro-life advocates including you and me.
will adamantly state that every
Here are a couple examples:
human — no matter their state in just before winter break, the
life — has the right to live, where- Women and Gender Resource
as pro-choice supAction Center
porters will hail
put out a packet
What is more imporpersonal choice
advocating Plan
over life as an
tant a right to life or a B abortifacient
inalienable right.
contraceptives; a
right to choice? ProSince these two
couple of weeks
life advocates will
stances are so
ago, Archbishop
opposed, strong
Mansell of the
adamantly state that
emotions often
Archdiocese of
every human — no mataccompany the
Hartford firmly
ter their state in life debate.
Think
reiterated
that
about it: a pro-life
C a t h o l i c
has the right to live,
supporter
with
whereas pro-choice sup- Hospitals would
his high value on
refuse to offer
porters will hail person- Plan B abortifalife sees abortion
supporters as peoal choice over life as an cient contracepple'.who permit
tives.
These
inalienable right.
and 'tolerate sysissues are right
tematic genocide.
under our noses
Likewise, a pro-choice supporter and our campus speaks nothing
with his high value on personal of them. If we do hear anything,
choice sees one who denies such it is the one-sided offerings of the
a right .as a thief of freedom and^ _ Women and ^ Gender., Resource
ah enforcer of slavery in choice.' >1Actioti Center, ''"'s'ucn' as' their
- This issue of abortion must
—
be addressed. If the pro-life posisee TRIN on page 9

Trinity Student Explores
French Political Spectrum
By DAVID CALDER

CORRESPONDANT A L'ETRANGER
When I was
in high school,
my conservative arch-nemesis (his name
was
Devin)
would refer to
the
Pacific
states as "the left coast." And I,
ever the proud Canadian, would
reply, "Yes, but looking down
from Canada, it's on the right."
Recently,
of course,
the
Canadians
voted
the
Conservative party into power
and
spoiled
my
joke.
Nevertheless, the point remains
the same: not all political spectra are created equal.
For me, this has never been
more apparent - I'm in France.
Yes, France. The country that
our country tried to boycott for
a time.
Perhaps you saw the bumper
stickers (Boycott France!) plastered on the rear ends of gasguzzling pickup trucks. I know I
did. But I digress.
French politics are indeed
dominated by two major political parties, one on the left (the
Socialists) and the other on the
right (the Union for a Popular

Movement - UMP).
However, these parties are
not at all equivalent to the
Democrats and the Republicans,
a fact you probably picked up
on when you read the word
"socialist."
Yes, many of the French
identify themselves as socialists:
in public. Thus, most French
agree that the Socialist Party is
far to the left of the American
Democratic Party.
Instead, some tend to equate
the Democrats with the conservative (for France) UMP. Now,
however, there's a new option —
well, not really new, because the
party has existed for some time
— but let's say a "recently viable"
option.
That's the centrist Union for
a Democratic France (UDF), the
party of presidential candidate
Francois Bayrou. Bayrou started
his campaign with little chance
of success, but a month's worth
of polls now put him in a very
secure third place behind
Nicolas Sarkozy (UMP) and
Segolene Royal (Socialists).
Third place in a presidential
race may sound silly to
American ears, but in a French
election with 11 candidates,
see ANALYSIS on page 10

By DEVIN ROMANUL
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

In
years
past,
the
S t u d e n t
Government
Association
has been criticized for being
ineffective and
unproductive in influencing
issues that are important to the
student body.
Over the last eight months,
the many members of the SGA
and I have done our very best to
revamp the way SGA is run
internally and externally.
We have made major strides
in representing Trinity's students, especially in the areas of
diversity, security, and housing.
With elections right around
the corner (Wednesday, April
11), we are looking for student
candidates who are genuinely
motivated to improve the
Trinity community in the short
time they are here.
In the wake of the disturbing
racially-charged events of this
fall, the SGA preempted any
action on the part of the
trustees by two weeks by creating our own diversity committee.
;* •
We are also paying for a
guest speaker on the topic of
diversity, Mike Fallon, to come
to campus on April 20. In addition, we demand that a zero tolerance policy actually be enacted and enforced by the administration.
In September, the SGA was
asked to give a student recom-

As for whoever serves as
mendation as to how to deal
with the housing crisis next year. SGA president in the future, I
We stepped up to the plate and would . recommend that the
increased the lottery attractive- administration and registrar get
ness of CCI and put together together and come up with a
forums to help Trinity students way to give him or her some sort
cope with renting apartments of academic credit.
off campus. While these are by
This ends up being at least a
no means perfect solutions, the 20 hour per week job, and it is
fact that your student represen- simply unfair to ask a student to
tatives had a say in a matter of take on that burden while taking
this significance speaks volumes. four or five classes, participating
Security has dominated the in a number of extracurricular
discourse on campus more so activities, and attempting to
sleep every once
than any point
in a while.
in my four years
Over the last eight
at Trinity. The
We complain
months, the many
SGA put togethabout not haver a lighting promembers of SGA and I ing enough say
posal in order to
in what happens
have done our very
make Trinity a
at the highest
best to revamp the way levels of this colsafer place to
walk around at
lege, so we must
SGA is run internally
night.
give our elected
and externally. We
students comThis proposal
have made major
pensation with
was adopted by
regards to the
the administrastrides in representing
amount of time
tion and will go
Trinity's students, espe- that they can
into effect next
cially in the areas of
devote to their
year.
job.
As
the
diversity, security, and
President of the
We
have
housing.
SGA, I have
accomplished a
done my best to
great deal this
reach out to the Hartford com- year, and we must build on that
munity on behalf of Trinity. momentum. As Trinity stu, On several occasions, a handful dents we must play a more
of Trinity students and I have active role oh and off of our
met with HART (Hartford Areas campus.
Rally Together) to come up with
If you are not willing to be
better ways to share and utilize involved, you probably do not
the Community Sports Center.
have that much of a right to
Due to these meetings, I am complain about what happens.
founding a permanent commit- I urge everybody on this campus
tee to keep the dialogue open to participate in any way that
between Trinity College and the you can, starting with the SGA
Hartford community.
elections next week.
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Dear Jimmy
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President Jones
Answers Students'
Questions

Student Responds to Criticism
of "Informed Choice" Pamphlet

Getting to Know Jimmy

by the fact that the Women and Gender
Resource Action Center chose to dwell on
only one option. We made sure that we
I am sure all mem- did not follow the same pattern.
bers of the Trinity com- "Informed Choice" is a publication writmunity who are on cam- ten by Trinity students for the entire compus have seen the latest munity to expand on the options availpamphlet
entitled, able to pregnant women so that they can
"Informed
Choice." make the most informed choice possible
For those who chose to when put in the situation of pregnancy.
1'
pay it no mind and go Not many people like to make any lifeon with their daily lives (which is altering decision without considering each
absolutely fine), this pamphlet was a and every option available to them.
Also, no one was forced to read the
response to the packet stuffed in our mailboxes from the Women and Gender publication. We put it in everyone's mailbox so that everyone could
Resource Action Center
have the information availabout the emergency conNo one was forced to
able to them. As citizens
traceptive pill. After readread the publication.
of the United States, we
ing over the pamphlet, a
We
put
it
in
everyone's
have
the right to be
group of Trinity students
informed,
the right to
felt that it was a one-sided
mailbox so that everychoose, and the right to
publication. Seeing as the
one could have the
freedom
of
speech.
pamphlet
said
that
information available
"Informed Choice" exerwomen have various
options to deal with sudto them. As citizens of cised all of those freedoms.
While we, as a collecden pregnancy, why was it
the United States, we
tive
group, knew that we
that the 'only option dismight
get some steamy
have
the
right
to
be
cussed for those several
responses
from the compages was the emergency
informed, the right to
munity for putting this
contraceptive pill? The
choose, and the right
information out there, we
response publication was
were pleased to discover
to freedom of speech.
entitled
"Informed
that even some of the
Choice" for a reason.
most liberal students on campus had
Whether or not members of the Trinity
taken the time to consider what we had
community took the time to read into its
written, and commended the way we presignificance is not for me, or anyone else,
sented the information. I did laugh when
to determine.
I heard some of the most conservative stuWhen asked to take part in the publidents I know on this campus looking at
cation a while back, I thought it was a
the cover and calling it "a disgrace.1'* I do
great idea because this was' our chance to
not understand how you can possibly
put information out there that presented
more than one or two options to deal
see EVEN on page 10
ivith pregnancy. We were, in fact, upset
By ELYSHA PADILLA
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

Name: James F. Jones, Jr.
Birthplace: Atlanta, Georgia, 1947
Eye Color: Brown
Hair Color: Brown but starting to go grey
around the edges

f.
• I

Height 6'1"
How many and what kind of pets do you have? Three Irish field setters
who think being at Trinity is a dream come true because of the attention they get from everyone at the College.
What was your dream job as a child? I never wanted to be anything
other than a teacher, and I knew that I never wanted to leave school,
which I haven't yet had to do, thank God.
Do you play any instruments? Piano and organ.
What are your hobbies? Antique cars (I have several, and my wife said
to a reporter years ago that they rarely run but always leak), model
trains, anything that has to do with the outdoors, especially high adventure treks, and anything that has to do with books.
What are your personal goals for this year? To take better care of myself
physically and to cut down on the number of hours I think I have to
work each week.
Favorite Food? Probably a standing rib roast and Yorkshire pudding,
which is my family's traditional dinner on Christmas Day, accompanied
by scalloped oysters.
Favorite holiday? CVmstmas, as long as sill, of our children are with us,
since Christmas was always my favorite day in the year as a child.
Favorite Hartford restaurant? This is really hard since Hartford has wonderful restaurants all over the city. I suppose my favorite is Sorrento's
on Franklin Avenue since they seem to have the best veal, spinach, and
eggplant in town, in my opinion.
Favorite Movie? II Cinema Paradiso.
Favorite TV Show? I do not watch TV.

i

Favorite Band? I am not good with some parts of modern culture; this
being one for certain.
Favorite season? Spring.
Favorite international city? Paris.
Sunrise or sunset and why? Sunrise. Ever since our oldest child - a
daughter, now 31 - was born, I started working more before dawn than
I did after dinner so that when the children were small, I had some quiet
time with them. I therefore still have eccentric work habits and begin
the day around 4:30 a.m. or so at my desk in my study at home. The
desk faces the Chapel, so I have a stunning view of the sunrise every
morning — which is a blessed way to start one's day.
Do you keep a journal? Not in any formal sense. But I do have files of
notes from various times in my life. I have no idea what my children
will do with all those pieces of paper.
If you had to be stranded on a desert island for the rest of your life,
what five things would you bring with you? All books: my collection of
Shakespeare's plays, one of Balzac's longest novels, the thick anthology
of poetry by Norton, some collection of Vergil and Ovid, and probably
one novel by Tolstoy. This question is always the hardest one for me to
answer, by the way, in all the surveys students have asked me to fill out
over the decades.
What was your favorite subject in high school? Latin and English; I am
not certain that I could choose between those two subjects.
Please send any questions for President Jimmy
Jones to tripod@trincoll.edu

Five Step Plan for Bush to Put
End to Global Warming Issues
istration. Let's begin with the first two.
For step-one, President Bush must state
the dangers of global warming. Though
Jay Leno hit it on the this sounds rudimentary, we can't forget
mark when he said, his decision to simply not see An
"Arnold Schwarzenegger Inconvenient Truth.
For step-two, Bush needs to declare
is blaming man for global warming. And today, that Congress's efforts are ineffective and
Al Gore agreed with call for a more workable plan. He might
him. That's so typical. also want to rebuke the noble, though misTwo cyborgs. 'Oh, let's placed, idea that humans should deal with
global warming if polar
blame the humans.'" This
bears are placed on the
isn't meant to demean
By exclusively "blaming
endangered species list. ;
either gentleman. Both
man," Gore and
"cyborgs" are in fact probThere's a specific logic
ably right that greenhouse
behind both steps. He, has
Schwarzenegger have
gases do play a role in clinothing to lose since it's
still backed themselves
mate change. What is
one of the perks of being
into the usual corner.
more,., their very concern
a lame-duck president, and
for the issue displays a
also, as a result, he isn't
They only see global
sense of responsibility that
expected to accomplish
warming in environis somewhat uncommon
anything.
mental terms, which
these days.
By following these
However, by exclusively
then leads to the same
steps, Bush could usher
"blaming man," Gore and
the global warming debate
solutions: emissions
Schwarzenegger have still
to new heights. He would
cuts, more nukes, and
backed themselves into the
indeed be pulling off his
usual corner..
windmills littering our
own
"Nixon-goes-toThey only see global
China,"
showing
that the
landscape.
warming in environmental
GOP is just as focused on
terms, which then leads to
climate change as the
the same solutions: emissions cuts, more Democrats.
nukes, and windmills littering our landThis has the making for an eminently
scape. While we all want a cleaner planet, it curious sight. But that doesn't mean he
helps to be rational.
can alienate anyone. He should instead use
To stem climate change, then, five steps this opportunity to find common ground
are needed, most of which are going to
have to be initiated by the current adminsee SHIELD on page 9
By WILL MANNEN
OPINIONS WRITER
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Vote Yes for ConnPIRG Shield Option Should Be Considered
In Upcoming Elections
continued from page 8

By KRYSTAL L RAMIREZ
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

Ah
yes,
spring is in the
air. There are so
many wonderfill reasons to
love the season.
Personally, even
more than listening to birds chirping outside
my window and basking in the
sun's warmth, I am looking forward to one thing above all else —
SGA's spring elections.
As they rapidly approach,
however, I have a hunch that
many people may not be aware
that there will be a special question on the ballot — one that
only appears every two years concerning one of Trinity's most
important groups: ConnPIRG.
Because ConnPIRG is affiliated with a national organization, it
must go through a reaffirmation
vote here on campus in order to
remain officially recognized by
the College.
I strongly believe that every
student should vote yes on April
11 to keep ConnPIRG around.
For anyone that doesn't
know, ConnPIRG actually does a
lot, but before I get into that, I'd
like to take a minute, just sit right
there, I'll tell you about how
ConnPIRG became an organiza-

tion without compare. (Sorry, but
I couldn't help but steal a line
from "The Fresh Prince of BelAir.") The PIRGs (Public Interest
Research Groups) were started in
the 1970s by Ralph Nader and a
group of students who got
together and pooled their money
to hire advocates to make their
voices heard.
ConnPIRG is one of the oldest PIRGs. The Trinity chapter
has been here for over 30 years
(so it'd be a shame to see it go).
ConnPIRG, including the Trinity
chapter, has been involved with I
major undertakings in the past
and to this day, ranging from
advocating bills to protect consumers from identity theft and to
alert parents to dangerous toys, to
pressuring Congress to pass a
national new car lemon law.
Last year, in an action that
more directly affects students,
ConnPIRG helped in getting the
Connecticut State legislature to
require textbook publishers to
make their prices available to faculty. Students
at Trinity,
University of Connecticut at
Hartford, and University of
Connecticut at Storrs collected
signatures to make this a reality.
Also, more recently and specifically at Trinity, ConnPIRG's
three main campaigns have
see ConnPIRG on page 10

Trin Community Should
Learn from All Opinions

with Congress.
And if it's his legacy that he's
worried about, then Bush should
definitely carry out steps one and
two. Just look at Eisenhower. Ike
toed a hard line against the
Soviets for eight years before
warning of a "military-industrial
complex." And that's how people
remember him these days.
Likewise, even if Bush were to
stop here, he would still be the
man who fought terrorism, invaded Iraq, and pushed the global
warming discourse forward.
However Bush shouldn't stop
here. He should proceed to stepthree, under which he would reinterpret the threat of climate
change. No longer would it be a
mere environmental hazard, but
rather a breach of planetary security. Is this a real distinction?
Probably not. But under the
rubric of "planetary security,"
global warming has a better
chance of being picked up by the
Pentagon (which would be a true
change of pace).
Step-four. Because of this
breach of planetary security, the
administration should shore up a
new "coalition of the willing" to
fight climate change by building
a shield in space. Proposed by

several astronomers and scientists, the shield would literally
block the sun's rays.
This is where we unfortunately go from the playful banter of
politics to the cruel objectivity of
science. Numerous questions now
arise. What would the shield look
like? How would it be built?
Would it work?
The New York Times took up
the idea in a hefty piece last June.
According to Roger Angel, an
astronomer at the University of
Arizona, the "shield" would consist of trillions of tiny lenses, each
a few feet in diameter, and all
"weighing little more than a butterfly."
They would then be used to
form six large mirrors for deflecting the sun's rays, reducing earthbound solar energy by about 2
percent. This would purportedly
offset current global warming
trends.
At first glance, a shield does
sound far-fetched, especially when
Angel estimates that it could cost
$3 trillion and over two decades
to build. But with temperatures
rising, and Kyoto looking increasingly meaningless, it's something
to investigate. And with proper
funding, it has a chance of working. NASA seems to agree, considering they asked Angel to flesh

out the concept for them last
year.
Finally, this brings us to stepfive: building the shield. If the
U.S. was to persuade the world
into doing it, everything would
change. A global consortium
would have to be created, while
regulations would maintain the
shield and keep it safe from
space-based weaponry. As one
may expect, such a future entails
distinct advantages and disadvantages.
First there's the headache of
actually constructing the shield.
According to Angel, this would
be the work of robots and human
auxiliaries. Then there's the overwhelming
possibility
that
Americans would shoulder a
chunk of the costs, forcing the
nation deeper into debt. But on
the flip side, the U.S. would have
the chance to ensure the planetary interest, unite the world, and
even prevent the militarization of
space.
Again, we do need to keep an
open mind about global warming, and it's also dubious how
many of these steps could be handled at one time. But the administration should at least begin
flirting with the possibility of a
shield. After all, that's the easy
part

Along the Long Walk
What's your favorite
thing or least favorite thing
about Hartford?

continued from page 7

seriously here on campus. They
are in fact very serious matters
aforementioned packet.
and their consequences (no matNow, let me state that I am ter the stance) are long reaching.
pro-life, and as President of the I particularly call upon the
Newman Club, the Catholic stu- Women and Gender Resource
dent organization on campus, I Action Center to take up the task
was involved in the writing, edit- of lessening their allegiance to
ing, and distribution of the Planned Parenthood while, to the
"Informed Choice" pro-life publi- same degree, increasing their allecation which all students received giance to pro-life, pro-abstinence
organizations. I also propose that
in their mailbox on March 13.
we students, no
We
distributed our packet And so, I would like to matter our opinion, try to fully
to every student
propose that we treat
understand both
who received the
Women
and
the issues of contracep- sides of the
debate.
Gender Resource
tion and abortion
We
should
Action Center's
more seriously on cam- not focus upon
packet in order to
the fact that
present the propus. They are in fact
what others state
life
side
of
very serious matters
are opinions and
women's issues
and their consequences thus should be
which
the
valued for that
(no matter the stance)
Women
and
fact alone, but
Gender Resource
are long reaching.
rather that these
Action
Center
opinions contain
never speaks of,
ideas that can help to bring us
nor advocates.
Just as many consider them- closer to the truth about the
selves true feminists for being morality of contraception and
pro-choice, let me express that all
of us who supported and contributed to our publication are
genuine feminists in our own
right. We believe that in being
pro-life, we are being true feminists.
And so, I would like to propose that we treat the issues of
contraception and abortion more

abortion.
The only way to come to a
better understanding of any issue
is to have a continuous, respectful dialogue in which each side
sincerely considers the intellectual grounding of the opposing
side. This should be the goal of
our school as Trinity prides itself
on open-mindedness.

"There is not a lot to do and
there is limited transportation
so I can't go downtown as often
as I'd like."
- Silvia Tjioe '09

"There's too many least favorites to
think of one."
- John Sherer'10

"I don't spend much time outside
of Trinity."
- George Berkley c10

'The restaurants and bars."
- Christina Chavez '07
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Even if You Don't Agree,
Take theTime to Listen
continued from page 8
have an opinion on something
you know nothing about.
How could you be so angered
by what we were saying when you
did not even take the time to
read and understand it? This
was in no way forced upon anyone, aside from your being
forced to pull it out of your
mailbox.
None of us, nor anyone else,
forced anyone to read it. If you
made the choice not to read the
publication, then we cannot
hold anything against you. If
you chose to throw it into the
recycling, we cannot hold anything against you. But please do

not share a negative opinion on
the issue if you chose not to hear
us out. There are too many narrow-minded people who are
extremely provincial in their perspectives because they refuse to
look at anything outside of what
they choose to see.
Unfortunately, some of those
people exist within the Trinity
community. We thank those of
you who did take the time consider the message we were trying
to convey.
It was not intended to be
"pro-life." For those of us on
this campus who are "prochoice," why not be informed
about what all of your choices
are?

ConnPIRG Impacts Are
Good, Should Continue
continued Bom page 9
achieved major successes. With
the Plunger and Homelessness
campaign, over $20,000 was
raised to help local shelters and
service agencies keep operating.
In addition to this, Hunger
and Homelessness held several
food drives and hosted a number
of events to raise awareness for
tViese two social issues. Through,
the New Voters Project (most
active during the fall before the
November mid-term elections),
there was a 30 percent voter
increase at the Trinity polling
place.
And with the Campus
Climate Challenge campaign,
which focuses on addressing the
problem of global warming, over
800 incandescent light bulbs were
switched to energy-efficient com-

pact fluorescent ones, thanks to
donations from the Building and
Grounds Department, as well as
from General Electric.
Overall, ConnPIRG is an
active, effective organization, and
definitely a valuable asset to have
on campus. Instead of just talking
about problems, this group actually goes out and does things to
solve them.
What's mote, every Trinity
student pays a waivable $5 fee on
their term bills that allows
ConnPIRG to hire staff to make
an impact off-campus as -well. So,
as you can see, there should be
support for ConnPIRG's initiatives, starting with a yes vote on
April 11.

The above cartoon was published in the Oct. 13, 2003 issue of the Tripod, It was drawn by Laura Petnick, Class of 2007.

Analysis of French Presidential Election
continued from page 7

don't think it's the government's
job to support you.
third is a pretty good place to
Real French Person: You say
be, especially with poll numbers you value work, and that's great.
that have you in a near tie for I value work too. In fact, I've
second. Bayrcm, far from being been looking for it for the past
the French Ralph Nader, is now year, ever since I was laid off.
the name on everybody's lips,
Sarkozy: ...
and the pain in Sarkozy's and
(the chirping of crickets)
Royal's respective necks.
Okay, I added the crickets.
So, the Democrats: are they But the rest is authentic.^
the UMP, or the UDF? I'd love
Truth be told, I was always
to do an issue-by-issue compari- one to equate the Democrats
son, but sadly, the UDF plat- with the UMP. But after witnessform is dising that beautiful
For more information about turbingly short
It's a delicate balancing
moment
of
ConnPIRG, please contact Katie on issues.
French
televiact, as political camKleese, Campus Organizer.
Bayrou's
sion, I'm willing
paigns so often are.
refrain remains
to move the
ever the same: "I
But, amidst the shifting
Democrats
in
The
want to take the
between
Sarkozy
platforms and the
best of the right
and Bayrou. Or
shameless pandering,
and the best of
maybe I'm movOn a scale of rain (booooo) to
the left." At
one thing remains cering Sarkozy, and
some point he
the Hip-Hop Festival*
tain. The Republicans the Democrats
may explain furare staying put.
have a. clear French
ther, but I'm not
Marxist newspa*with the return of disgusting, nasty, no good
holding
my
equivalent, and it's
per
The
weather being a 1 and an
breath.
Internationalist
awesome weekend of love a 10
called the National
That leaves
notes in its April
Front, the party of pres- 2007 issue that
us with the
International Hip-Hop Festival: 10
UMP platform.
idential candidate Jean- Sarkozy
has
MF was seriously impressed with the Hip-Hop
Sarkozy
has
d
e
l
i
b
e
r
a
t
e
ly
Marie Le Pen. Le Pen
Festival this weekend. Definitely cool to chill
obviously taken
stepped further
is known by his friends to the right to
with Hartford community members, see some
a stance on all
awesome performances (including MF's favorite
the major issues,
as. a nationalist, and by
distinguish himFrench musical group, Les Nubians), and catch
but his economself from Bayrou.
everyone else as a
ic policy recenta few workshops. Absolutely incredible weekAccording
to
racist xenophobe.
ly became the
that publication,
end, kudos to the organizers and participants.
object
of
Bayrou, if electMF felt the love.
much media attention.
ed, would have little choice but
To fill you in, here's an to form a government of conserrain,, rain, go away, come again... never. 1
excerpt of a recently televised vative politicians.
Where did the rain come from? Really?!
town-hall style meeting between
Thus he represents not the
Weather gods, MF is NOT ok with this whole
Sarkozy and "the people." center but the center-right,
rain/coldness business. There was sunshine.
(Disclaimer: Obviously this is which has until recently been
Ergo, there should only be sunshine until
my translation, and you are wel- the exclusive territory of Sarkozy
September 4 (arbitrary? ... maybe) at which time
come to critique it. However, in and the UMR
the words of Dave Barry, I swear
cold weather and rain are acceptable. Starting
In a way, Bayrou has shifted
I am not making this up.)
December 24, snow = go (a White Christmas is
the French political spectrum. (I
Sarkozy: My economic poli- refer here to the spectrum as
pretty, after all). But starting March 24 it's all
cy is very simple. I value hard represented by the candidates,
sunshine baby. Come on weather gods, humor
work. I want to reward those and not necessarily the specMF for once.
who work. If you don't work, I trum of actual political beliefs

Tripod Mini-Feed

held by the people.)
Sarkozy has now established
himself as firmly on the right.
Bayrou has taken Sarkozy's place
on the center-right, though he
continues to send out vague
messages of solidarity to the
center-left.
Royal is now trying to win
over the center and the centerleft while remaining true to her
socialist base.
It's a delicate balancing act,
as political campaigns so often
are. But, amidst the shifting
platforms and the shameless
pandering, one thing remains
certain.
The Republicans have a clear
French equivalent, and it's called
the National Front, the party of
presidential candidate JeanMarie Le Pen.
Le Pen is known by his
friends as a nationalist, and by
everyone else as a racist xenophobe.
His platform consists of
"serving the French first," by
which he means "expelling the
immigrants." No, seriously. He
wants them gone.
Recently Le Pen was questioned about the status of children born in France to immigrant parents.
His reply: "Of course you
can't separate children from
their parents. That's why the
children should go with their
parents back where they
belong."
If you resent my comparison
of the Republicans to the
National Front, I invite you to
speak to your conservative
Republican
congressperson
about the wall on the Mexican
border, and why it is important
for the "security" — dare I say
"purity" — of the American peopie.
The answers might shock
you. Or maybe not.
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Leading Theologian Dorrien Delivers Lecture at Greenberg Center
By MOLLY DINCE
FEATURES WRITER

Erin Caner
Dorrien examines the neo-conservative movement's influence on Bush's presidency.

This past Wednesday a collection of fortunate students, professors and colleagues filed into a
modest room in the Leonard E.
Greenberg Center for the Study of
Religion in Public Life at 70
Vernon St. Inside the old, ivy-clad
building a speaker, whose credentials and experiences are anything
but modest in number and
grandeur, prepared to deliver an
exceptional lecture on "American
Empire and the Ethics of
Resistance."
This
year's
Greenberg
Distinguished Visiting Fellow,
Gary Dorrien, is the author of 12
books and approximately 150 articles, a "leading Episcopalian theologian and author" and an
esteemed professor of religion at
Columbia
University,
the
Reinhold Niebuhr Professor of
Social Ethics at Union Theological
Seminary
and
the
Parfet
Distinguished
Professor
at
Kalamazoo College, where he
taught for 18 years and also served
as Dean of Stetson Chapel. He is a
lecent past president of the
American Theological Society
Prior to the introduction by
Mark Silk, Professor of Political
Science, President Jones paid tribute to "the inveterate" with a pronouncement of his utmost respect
and compassion for his colleague
and friend: "He is one of my closest friends I... and one of the most
distinguished chairs in the entire
theological world. He has written

some 14 books to date, has a trilogy of liberal theology coming out
now [...] He lectures all over the
United States, on a schedule that
would make the rest of us turn paralyzed with fear and trembling, I
assure you."
As if that long list of accomplishments were not enough,
Dorrien is also a member of the
American Academy of Religion,
The Society of Christian Ethics,
and has dedicated himself to social
justice, human rights, environmental and anti-war organizations.
Reviewers have deemed his writing
on theological liberalism as the
"most definitive in the field."
Dorrien lectures frequently on
topics of ethics, social theory, theology, philosophy, politics, and
history. On Wednesday, his discussion predominantly focused on
religion, activism, and political
engagement. Professor Dorrien
specifically addressed his theory of
American theological liberalism as
the positive counterbalance to our
current disastrous position in Iraq.
He argued that the ideology
behind our current foreign policy
emerged under the neo-conservatives involved in the Cold War Era.
This issue is the main focus of his
most recent book, Imperial
Designs.
Dorrien launched his discussion with a clear sense of and purpose, despite his despondent note
regarding the current state of
affairs in Iraq and this administrations "emphasis on super-clandestine actions", as seen in the recent
dismissal of the U.S. attorneys.

He listed the many imperialistic "jobs" America has performed
over the past 50 years and the
inherent contradiction in not
admitting to our role as an imperial country. "Over the past four
years America has redesigned the
economy of Iraq, disbanded the
Iraqi army [... and] those are none
of the things a country would do
to itself [...] these are imperial
enterprises."
Dorrien's point, however, was
quite clear and optimistic - the
U.S. needs "a better policy from
our complex political and religious
inheritance. The liberal internationalist commitments to cooperation, multilateralism, and universalistic human rights are crucially
important, as is the liberal internationalist commitment to create
structures that transcend nationalism and support the growth of
democracy. We need a stronger
United Nations that is fully supported by the United States and
that reflects the world of today."
His opposition to the occupation and invasion of Iraq clarified,
Dorrien seemed almost prophetic
in his understanding of our current position in the international
eye. He traced the mistakes of the
Bush administration's foreign policy, which espouses an "Americandominated world order" to its
inception in the neo-conservative
policymakers and intellectuals of
the Cold War era.
This unipolarist perspective
urged for a reduction in military
see FELLOW on page 14
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Tales from Abroad: Gwen Hopkins 08 Finds Her Jamm' in Africa
By GWEN HOPKINS
FOREIGN CORRESPONDENT
"I hope that you are full of
peace. Peace only. And your family? Peace only. And the morning? Peace only. And your body?
Peace only, thanks be to God."
In any country where this is
the daily greeting - and everyone
greets each other, even people
you just pass on the street - clearly the culture, and people's
thoughts, center around peace.
Any Senegalese will tell you that
money means nothing compared
to strong relationships. Time
means basically nothing here, and
you should never be in too much
of a hurry to stop and talk to the
man selling fruit, or the guards
outside the embassy, or anyone
else you might randomly
encounter. The answer to "How
are you?" is translated directly as,
"I am here," or at an especially
good moment, "I am here only."
Existence is enough to imply
peace and goodness; existing here
only is the ultimate expression of
total peace in the moment. You
take your existence slowly in
Senegal, in good company, and
with plenty of perspective to
know that you may be poor, or
hungry, or struggling, or worried
about someone who is — but you
exist, and that should bring you

peace.
These greetings are done in
Wolof, the most common national language. -There are 25 national
languages all together, the languages spoken by the various
tribes that kept to themselves
before the French colonizers
imposed borders and their own
language. The word in Wolof for
peace is "jamm," with a soft asound. Jahm. "Jamm rekk," people will wish you. Peace only. The
conversation is ended by a wish
that the other will spend the day
or night in peace, or with jamm
ak jamm, peace for you and
peace for me.
Having a new word for it,
"jamm," makes it a lot easier to
throw into conversations. "I lost
my jamm" becomes a succinct "Gwen Hopkins enjoys all aspects of Senegal, from the hospitality found in Dakar to
way to explain a bad day. All 36 always new places to explore, and three courses of increasingly
of us spending our semester here when I became too exhausted or sweet brews). And most surprisin Senegal are relatively aware grumpy or defensive of my per- ing to me of all, people here love
that here, out of our country and sonal space (always a challenge Americans. Sit on the beach, and
our comfort zone, we are being downtown or in markets), I could you will soon be surrounded by
challenged and are changing. In remind myself that it wasn't grave people trying to talk to you in
the coastal city of Dakar, and laugh about it later with my Wolof, French, and even some
Senegal's capital, we have many friends, on the beach. It's hard to broken English. The welcoming,
conversations on the beach about not have jamm in a country like and the weather, and the cheaphow we were before, what we Senegal, self-proclaimed land of ness of the fruit, and the pride of
want from here, what is hard terranga — hospitality. Anywhere the people all conspire to a genhere, what is funny here, and of you go, if you ask for directions, eral feeling of jamm — the comcourse, jamm.
someone will walk with you the plete lack of homework on my
whole
way. People you pass on program doesn't hurt either. ,
As I adjusted to surroundings,
the
street
beckon you into their
I began to feel it: jamm. The rouTwo months passed like this,
tine became familiar, there were houses, for tea (which : involves and we all left to go on spring

_
Courtesy of Gwen Hopkins
the picturesque beaches of Cape Verde.

break. I went with five friends to
a tiny country you've probably
never heard of: Cape Verde, a
string of islands just off the
Senegalese coast, former colony
of Portugal. Cape Verde is essentially the Hawaii of Africa, having
been formed by volcanos (which
we got to climb); the vacation
was a whirlwind of black sand
beaches and strangers who
instantly became friends and bent
over backwards to help us, transport us, and give us places to stay.
see HOPKINS on page 13
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Horoscopes
AQUARIUS
/\/\/\f

January 20 - February 18

Some people collect shoes or T-shirts, and some go as
far as to collect spoons. As an advanced product of
humankind, you're above all that. Here are some better-suited ideas: cats, fake Rolexes, twine, hair ...
Procrastination Strategy: Starting a new collection

True Life: Seasonal Affective Disorder
By KATIE DALLY
FEATURES EDITOR

Adoring fans, my apologies. I
know it's been a while since I last
graced you with my witty banter
and philosophical ponderings. I
suffer from a pretty serious case
PISCES
February 19 - March 20
of Seasonal Affective Disorder,
You're one of those people with a lot to say and no
and this New England winter
soapbox to shout from (which might be a. good thing). weather has really been dampenIf no one else will listen to you, write your feelings /
ing my creative spirit. Literally.
opinions in a moving article and send it to us.
Hah. Oh, that's the first time
Procrastination Strategy: Write for The Tripod
I've laughed since October.
Needless to say, I faced quite
the writer's block as I sat down
ARIES
March 21 - April 19
to write this article. I polled my
Some people look to alcohol to solve problems, some
friends
for suggestions, and
rely on it for ridding inhibitions, and are some are just
received
useless
answers spanning
bored and want to get waaassted - enter you. Go on,
from "tornadoes" to "teen margrab the Andre - it's time to take a break.
riage" to "your hot body" (my
Procrastination Strategy: The Tap, every night
personal favorite, obviously).
After a few hours of unsuccessfulTAURUS
April 20 - May 20
ly scraping for inspiration, I realThe mind-numbing reality of midterms has set in and
ized that I was going about this
you're just about ready to kill yourself/ pass out from
all wrong. Who was it that first
exhaustion. Do yourself a favor and dust off those old
said, "You should write what you
know?" Well, whoever they are,
DVD's, laugh senselessly, and de-stress.
they
offer sound
advice.
Procrastination Strategy. Peter Griffin's musings
Naturally, this led me to the conclusion that the best thing to do
GEMINI
May 21 - June 21
would be to write about myself.
PETA and UNICEF are so cliche. Why support someEverybody's favorite
topic.
thing that, like, everyone in the world already supEspecially mine. So what best
ports? You know your stuff! the International Society
defines moi? Well, besides my
for the Protection of Exotic Livestock is where it's at.
new schoolgirl crush o n / borderProcrastination Strategy: Find obscure non-profit orgs line obsession with Florida basketball coach Billy Donovan (we
CANCER
June 22-July 22 i even have the same birthday!),
one thing comes to mind...
New fads come and go but nothing had a larger following than the slap bracelet. So mysterious is this
S.A.D. Again. Because, quite
totally tad mechanism that you feel the need to. share
frankly, it's life-consuming. And
ybvir opinions on it with the woirld^ Go for it.
because my aForernentioned
Procrastination Strategy: Editing articles on Wikipedia writer's block was prohibiting
any other ideas from coming to
fruition.
As a Californian in my
LEO
July23-August 22
second
year
at Trinity, my strugYou often zone out in class only to notice that there
gles
with
this
debilitating illness
are nine green Barbour coats sitting next to each
other. Award yourself points and see hew many similar patterns in "nature" you can find.
.
Procrastination Strategy: Counting sheep trends

sailguarh.com
If we all went to school here, nobody would ever suffer from seasonal depression.

have become quite severe. For increased appetite and a craving
those of you unfamiliar with for carbohydrates, weight gain,
S.A.D., it's a seasonal depression decreased activity and a need for
which arises during the short, more sleep, drowsiness during
dark days of winter. Which, for the daytime, and problems with
Of
those of you unfamiliar with win- work and relationships."
ter, means I've been living in course, reading about these
utter misery for the last five-plus •symptoms just depresses me further and leads me down a dark,
months.
I spend a lot of time on desolate downward; spiral of sadWebMD, because I'm a self-diag- ness and self-loathing. But then
nosed hypochondriac, and the I feel the overwhelming urge to
experts over there list the symp- go eat 25 potatoes, bitch-slap my
toms of S.A.D. as including: "irrisee KATIE on page 14
tability,
sadness,
anxiety,

Around Trinity
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VIRGO
August 23 - September 22
What better way to spice up a Monday than to
explore the infinite depths of a theological discussion
- better yet,, a discussion on something new that
you're well versed in? Zoroastrianism, anyone?
Procrastination Strategy: Exploring a new religion

LIBRA

September23-October22

You live for practical jokes and fooling others. Try
signing into Mather under fake names or maybe even
convince everyone you are the best bobsledder in all
of Arizona - the possibilities are endless.
Procrastination Strategy: Being oh-so clever

m

SCORPIO

October 23 - November 21

Everyone remembers Orson Welles' radio broadcast
from hell. You admire his gusto, and especially his
creativity. Well, don't just sit there and admire others'
work - where did sitting ever get you in life?
Procrastination Strategy: Your own War of the Worlds

SAGITTARIUS

November 22 - December 21

Sure, you have "friends," but do people actually like
you? No. You just aren't witty, gorgeous, or intelligent enough - but these things are easily fixed with
«a©««y time and patience.
Procrastination Strategy: Improve yourself- as a human

CAPRICORN

December 22-January 19

Sometimes you take life way too seriously. It's easy to
do with all this "college" stuff going on. Forget internships, jobs, and midterms - you've been eyeing that
playground behind LSC forever.
Procrastination Strategy: Finding your inner child

Creepy Miniature Males
Anger AT

Party Pooper Needs to
Learn Limits

Last week, AT gave freshman females a clean
slate. And while their actions this weekend did
nothing to anger AT (snaps, ladies), their male
counterparts caused many grievances. First off,
AT has no idea what you were doing clogging
the already quite-crowded arteries at one popular fiat. How much did you grease the "bouncer" to grant you entrance? And AT was even
more aghast that you would dare to address ATs
older, out-of-your-league friends. You need an
ego check - not to mention a tutorial on the blatantly obvious meaning behind "no means no."
We don't want to dance with you, and we never
will. Next weekend, we hope you'll just stay in
your rooms, where you belong.

Some campers make AT so proud to be AT.
This weekend, one rowdy rockstar who had
consumed a few too many (and by a "few," AT
means 18591859180) cocktails was responsible
for shutting a Vernon venue down by requiring
TCERTs medical attention ... at midnight. Way
to ruin the party for everyone. Clearly, you
need to learn better when to call it a night. If
the cross-campus drunk bus ride nauseates you,
taking yo' broke ass home before actually projectile vomiting would make you a lot more
flossy flossy ... as well as a smarter partier. And
remember, children, a smart partier is a popular partier, as you catch more flies with honey
than with vom-egar.

Seductive Vixen Pays AT a
Late Night Visit

Tango Takes a Chance on
Love on / Love New York

AT usually doesn't have the pleasure of seeing co-workers outside the office. So when a certain artsy, Britain-bound editor came knocking
at ATs door, AT was delighted to see her outside
the confines of "the dungeon." AT also has the
bad habit of judging a book by its cover, and
had written her off as the shy one of the bunch,
little did AT know that but a few drinks could
be capable of creating a whole new persona
within this demure dame. The once quiet and
reserved co-worker turned into a sultry siren.
Her co-editor has no comment for such deviant
behavior. AT would imagine this is not the first
time making this Dr, Jekyll / Mr.Hyde transformation, because she drank AT under the table.

AT was positively shocked - SHOCKED! on Monday evening to see the results of ATs
beloved show, I Love New York Now, it's not the
results that shocked AT (because really, Chance
just yells all the time and is completely inarticulate - not to say that New York isn't - and is also
very ugly. AT only speaks the truth). It was the
aftermath of the decision which shocked AT.
Tango - what are you doing?! Why did you propose?! Do you really think that New York has a
long enough attention span (she so far has
seemed to display that of a butterfly) to stay with
one guy? Really, she hardly even picked you, she
cried the whole time, and she made horribly ugly
faces when you proposed. Poor decision.
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Miss Izon Muses on Pre-ProfessionaHsm
By JULIET IZON
SENIOR EDITOR
Is there anything better than
Hartford in April? The trees are
finally beginning to bud, students gleefully walk to the TapV *
rather than squeeze clown-style \#
into the one sober person's \
(wishful thinking on my part) car/>
and the melodious sounds of the
crack truck help us drift slowly
off.to sleep. Barring the unforeseen freak snow storm, Spring is
upon us, ladies and gents, and
with it comes a wide variety of]
responsibilities. In short, are
you prepared for the sunshine? By this I don't mean pack
your SPF 35 during your traipse
across the Long Walk (though every
camper should know this is a good
idea), but rather to start getting
your summer affairs in order. I
know, I know, it's a touchy subject,
especially for those of us who actually have to enter the real world
come May, but the sooner you start
thinking about where life may lead
you, the easier time you'll have ...
Actually, screw it. I have no idea
what I'm talking about. Let me start
over.
Hi, my name is Juliet, I'm a senior, and I have no job. More than
that, I haven't even looked over my
cover letters for the last month. I
don't even remember what a cover
letter is. At this point the career
services office is about as foreign to
me as the library is. Great, right?
I'm totally getting the most out of
the appropriately priced tuition of
this school. This is what I do know:
Come August I will move' to New
York, into a fabulously decorated
apartment featured in last month's
Architectural Digest, and become

Editor-in-Chief of either Vanity Fair
or Vogue. How exactly I plan to
choose between those two magazines is still in the air, but I have the
n rest of my plan pretty
Come August I will
... become Editorin-Chief of either
\

Vanity Fair or

Vogue. How exactly I plan to
choose between
those two magazines is still in the
air, but I have the
rest of my plan pretty much set in stone.
much set in stone. See last
week, while on a spring
break cruise, I actually captured the
leprechaun at the end of the rainbow in San Juan. And he granted
me three wishes. Naturally, after
wishing for my own private Laduree
bakery and the secret to eternally
shiny hair, I asked for the key to
eternal happiness. The leprechaun
giggled in that way that leprechauns
always do, and told me that giving
to others is the way to true bliss.
But, you know, that doesn't really
go with my solipsistic living agenda
so I ditched the leprechaun and
feasted on plantain fries for the rest
of the day. But I digress... what else"
is new?
In all witty and sarcastic seriousness, Spring is a,. r t 3HSfeto^^ r us

ly to live it up as much as possible
or buckle down and work harder
than Jimmy Jones trying to get this
school out of debt. The only direction I want to go in is under my
bed with my hands over my ears. I
seriously have no idea what to do
and it appears that for every second
I procrastinate, five other people
have landed their dream jobs. And
even when I finally land my gig
(note that I don't say "if," I am trying to keep a positive outlook even
though my life is shattering into a thousand
pieces as we speak), I
have no idea where to
find an apartment. I
don't even really know
^how to make a decent
K cup of coffee. Basically,
•, if I manage to find
myself a nice cardboard
box within walking distance of Bendel's, I
think I'll consider myself made.

I don't want to just whine for
700 words, however. I'm writing
this because I know that there are
others out there just like me. And
while all of your friends may be
landing sick spots at Bear Stearns or
getting acceptance letters from
Harvard Law, take solace in the fact
that instead of sending out cover
letters this weekend, I watched cycle
4 of America's Next Top Model.
For the fifth time. We have the rest
of our lives to worry about deadlines and taxes. I've realized it's
okay to have a little fun before our
last hurrah. Besides, how hard
could it possibly be to find someone willing to just give me. a few
' hundred million? And in the spirit
draining and — at this point — of the friendly Bantam, I promise
seemingly useless theses and senior I'll share with all of you other, longprojects, we are being told alternate- suffering seniors.

Top 10
Places to Find Hidden
Tripod Easter Eggs
10. Tucked away in the luscious foliage which decorates one cavernous dining destination - and really
brings out the green in Cave Mary's eyes.
9. Undercover at an Allen Street establishment known
for its Friday night ragers ... and some occasional religious services. Are eggs kosher for Passover? Are
choco bunnies?
8. Furtively featured between the folds of Freud's
favorite (slash the only) tree in the Concrete Jungle.
7. Hidden at the head of the class in a large lecture
hall whose name the Grey's girls would designate to a
hottie chef.
6. Surreptitiously stashed among the storied shelves of
a trendy, oft-frequented two-floor student study spot.
5. Down at the "Oh-You're-Probably-Pregnant" Center,
thrown in the mix with the pre-purchased prophylactics.
4. Laid (literally) by our mighty mascot on the Lower
Long Walk.
3. Basking with the baked goods at a favorite campus
coffee shop.
2. Covertly chillin' atop the cerulean receptacle which
receives your ... package?
1. Secretly situated on an admin's Williams' windowsill.
Be careful when you reach up to grab it, he might
wave his Harry Potter wand and "snitch" it from you.
Tripod Easter Egg Hunt winners••••will, be awarded one
chocolate Easter bunny for each egg found. Please
e-mail tripod@tnncoll.edu to claim your prize.

Painter Delivers IDPA's Hopkins Preaches Peace From Dakar
Annual Socrates Lecture
continued Bom page 11

continued from page 1
influence on history, which
included the Inquisition and the
Holocaust.
Dawkin also discussed Hitler
and the fact that he never gave
up Catholicism, as well as the
inference that Christians always
feel that the Jews were the ones
who killed Jesus. Both Dawkin
and Harris also mention that no
one ever fights a war in the
name of atheism. Stalin, for
example, was an atheist, and
individually he did horrible
things, but it was not in the
name of atheism, while religious
leaders commit crimes in the
name of their religion. Citing
the
progression
of
the
Reformation, the Scientific
Revolution, and other improvements in learning and knowledge, each author felt that if we
continue in our current pattern
of scientific discovery and learning, we will theoretically grow
out of religion.
Painter disagreed with the
arguments of the two authors in
two ways. The first was that
they dismissed the 20th century
and also neglected to so much
as mention any of the good

influences of religion on society.
The second was that Painter felt
their treatment of their historical references was a "casual and
simplistic cherry-picking of the
past." He, along with other
reviewers, which should have
been biased in favor of the two
authors due to their stances on
religion, cited their neglect of
reason and evidence.
Painter personally felt that
Dawkin and Harris should have
looked at the whole picture,
including at least some of the
good influences of religion on
the world. He mentioned its
provision of a meaning of life
for people, as well as encouragement for charity and philanthropy. "There was no balance of
good and bad — it's just not
there," Painter said.
One audience member asked
Painter what he considered to be
some of the positive, effects of
religion in the world and in history. Painter cited the religious
encouragement of charity and
philanthropy. He also mentioned the way in which religion
provides people with a heightened and more positive "sense
of self." He said he could
include more given more time..

It was beautiful and amazing, but
by the end of the 10 days I was
getting tired and low on cash and
ready to be back in Dakar.
Which is why 1 was surprised
when I lost my jamm. The first
day back, I woke up without a
smile and the feeling that the day
was open to me. I woke up feeling ... annoyed. Nothing was horribly wrong, I just had a general
sense of annoyance that lasted
throughout the day.
By three or four days without
jamm, I was starting to get worried. I called a meeting among
my friends and discovered that
everyone was feeling off-kilter
since spring break. Some people
called it restlessness, some said
they were grumpy, but we all
agreed: no jamm. We were
halfway done with the program
and couldn't decide if that was a
lot or a little time left, or how we
felt about it. It was uncomfortable and confusing ... and, I realized, totally normal! You are
probably feeling it right now too,
you Trinity kids who just got
back from spring break. I realized
that every time anyone got back
from spring break, there was an
adjustment period of feeling lazy
and unmotivated, and generally
just sort of blah. But here in

5•
>%*

Courtesy of Gweti Hopkins
Hopkins, while entertaining young children, finds friends in unexpected places.

Senegal, it stood out horribly. I
realized that the past week of feeling jamm-less and complaining
about it with each other reflected
not on our unhappiness but on
our extreme happiness here in
Senegal. Nowhere else could-you
turn to your friends in the middle
of the semester and say you were
having trouble with your inner
peace and have them take you
seriously. Plus, the reason this
week stood out so much to all of
us is because we've spent the rest
of the time feeling full of jamm -

and, looking back on my three
years at Trinity, that has definitely been rare.
Underclassmen, go abroad. 1
recommend Senegal of course,
but go abroad anywhere, just tc
get out of the grips of academia
for a semester (or two!) and get
some perspective and a little
room to breathe. Get away from
your old life, your old self, try a
new language. When you get
there, look for your jamm. It's a
good feeling, I can.promise you
that.

. • . - • • '
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Katie Dally '09 Staves to Fellow Gives Talk on Social Activism
Raise Awareness for SAD.
continued from page 11

continued from page 12
co-editor, and nap for three
straight days, and I feel consoled.
As with any chronic illness, I
have good and bad days. One of
the worst this winter was on
February 22, the day the last-ever
episode of The O.C. ran. I lay in
bed for days, listening to Death
Cab for Cutie on repeat, and crying because I could never escape
to the sunny, Sandy Cohen
beaches of Newport on Thursday
night ever again. And the recent
rain we've been experiencing hasn't been much too helpful, either.
I mean, as I sit in the library writing this, I realize that I haven't
changed my outfit in the last 24
hours, and there's a handful of
people I saw here last night who
probably think I'm super sketchy.
Though WebMD doesn't mention it, I think a lack of personal
hygiene is another symptom of
S.A.D. Or maybe that one's just
all me.
My favorite part of S.A.D.,
besides the fact that the acronym

If anyone cm cure Kntie s

ironically spells out "sad?" The
prescribed remedy, which is exposure to artificial sun. Anyone
want to go ride the Tan Van?
Having just said that, I do realize
that some individuals don't deem
S.A.D. as a valid disease. I
thumb my nose at such doubters.
However, I realize that my fellow
S.A.D. sufferers and I have a
long, hard road towards attaining
society's acceptance and receiving the medical treatment we
deserve. I'll feel truly validated
when the cast of Grey's Anatomy
features a S.A.D. case on one of
their episodes - I'll even come
guest star. I have a feeling that
medical
attention
from
McDreamy would cure me for
life.
I'm optimistic that, with
Daylight Saving Time and the
spring season seeping in, my seasonal disorder will correct itself
soon. Sunshine and summertime
are but weeks away. However,
until that time, I'll be permanently stationed under my flowered
duvet, hibernating.

W»*fl»«"«""
-..lwket.com
, it would be those attractive doctor"! at Seattle Grace.

spending but a simultaneous
expansion of the military to every
region of the world.
Dorrien noted that this ideology which originated during the
presidency of George H. W. Bush,
has only gained prominence with
the election of George W. Bush,
and has had an indelible impact
on the future of American foreign
policy. "The problem of World
Empire has grown exponentially
with the inauguration of Bush and
the implementation of a neo-conservative power."
The neo-conservative worldview arose during the 1970s in
reaction to the new progressivism
that cultivated the feminist and
counterculture movements. "[The
neo-cons] were attracted not so
much to a party but to a member
of the party — Ronald Reagan [...]
they have been a force in U.S. politics ever since [...] the centerpiece
was always that America had to
subject its power confidently on a
global scale."
Neo-cons and conservative
allies were frustrated by the policy
decisions of the first Bush administration, which actively opposed
their military oppressiveness, saying "they were stuck in the cold
world mentality [...] they had a
more dramatic view of politics [,..]
the hallmark of neo-conservatism
was that the maximum use of
American power is good for
America and good for the world."
Dorrien honed in on the .colossal mess that has become the Iraq

•war "where a nightmare insurgency
has morphed into something even
worse [...] Sunnis are enraged at
being invaded, houses destroyed
[...] they want a strong central government and are embittered by the
current Shiite oppression and there
is now a serious possibility of civil
war with no prospect of settlement."
The Bush administration has
put forth a number of rationales
for the increase of troops but as
long as the US occupies Iraq the
"Iraqi army will be viewed as collaborators with the powers above
them...and they will protect the
jihad as leveraged protection. We
are overdue to recognize that we
set this problem off and we are
responsible every day."
The speaker proceeded to dissect how the innocent self-perception of the US as the "benevolent
protector" initially involved itself
in something that that could have
been rectified had we not "invaded
Iraq in an act of oversight [... that]
with arrogance, the Republican
Party dismissed warnings."
He continued to attribute the
administration's mistakes to its
belief that "history doesn't apply
to the United States [...] Therefore,
the experience of other nations
doesn't apply to us [...] They bring
this somewhat ridiculous selfimage every time we go to war."
Dorrien concluded his lecture
with a discussion of American theological liberalism — or how foreign policy in this country should
b
, jr jSPWte$$ : ~. V'tidl pursues
cooperation, peacemaking, multi-

lateralism, and social justice, to
name a few. He also mentioned
that much of America's youth is
too blinded by the religious implications of faith to understand
options within the American political system. Dorrien has written: "I
believe in an integrative perspective
that does not equate Christianity
with ethical absolutism; at the
same time, the presumption
against war must be very strong
for an ethic to be Christian, and it
must see the face of Christ in the
faces of the world's disinherited."
Dorrien also led Palm Sunday
Services, celebrated the 75th
Anniversary of the College
Chapel, and conducted an ensuing
discussion on the question of,
"Does Progressive Christianity
Have a Future?"
President Jones later remarked,
"He has made a huge impact on
Trinity this week; I have heard
from students, community members, faculty, and staff about his
being here as the Greenberg
Fellow. We are going to try to find
some way to have him come back
to Trinity as soon as we can
arrange it."
Present at his Wednesday lecture it would have been impossible
to object to the President's assessment — Dorrien spoke with such
poise and conviction, and captivated the entire audience with his infinite wealth of knowledge.
Everyone present felt individually
privileged to be in attendance and
a member of what Dorrien honorably deemed "a jewel of a liberal
arts college."
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Faculty, Guests Discuss Art of Memoir

inside

Chansky
Directs New
Senior Play
By KRYSTAL RAMIREZ
ARTS WRITER

Erin Caner

President James Jones gives his opening remarks at this weekend's "Giving Voice: Symposium on the Art of Memoir."

By JAMES KUKSTIS
SPORTS EDITOR

"Giving Voice: A Symposium on the
Art of Memoir" was held at Trinity last
weekend, bringing together many writers to lead discussion panels, read selections from their works, and conduct
master classes in which participants
were given the chance to work very
closely with the writers. All of the featured writers were also memoirists.
The three-day event opened on
Thursday, March 29 with an introductory meeting held in the Washington
Room in Mather Hall. Led by Trinity
writer-in-residence Lucy Ferriss, the
meeting also included a welcome address
given by President James F. Jones, in
which he outlined why it was important
for schools to host such events.

"I have always thought that this is
what schools should do, for two reasons," Jones said. "One, if schools are
not places where scholars can come and
exchange ideas they fail at a very important mission. The second thing, when I
think about the students who are here
and the students who are coming to listen to you over the course of this conference I think about the role modeling
that you are doing for them to show
them what the life of the mind really is
like."
After President Jones spoke, Ferriss
proceeded to introduce the authors
present for the event. After outlining
the events for the following days, the
panel took questions from the audi-

see SYMPOSIUM on page 16

Pat Benatar Shows She Still Has the Pipes
By KATHLEEN LYONS
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR
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All photos by Erin Caner.

For more information and pictures
on the International
Hip-Hop Festival,
check out the article beginning on
page 1 and continuing on page 18.

On Thursday, March 15, 2007, this student, after a
tough semester, thought it best to celebrate spring break
by attending the Pat Benatar show at the Warner Theatre
in Torrington, Conn. It turned out to be a great decision.
Throughout life, I've felt ah especially strong connection
to this artist, long regarded as one of the leading female
vocalists in the industry. From 1980-83, she earned four
Grammys in the category "Best Rock Vocal Performance,
Female" for the albums Crimes of Passion ('80) and the
hit singles "Fire and Ice" ('81), "Shadows of the Night"
('82) and "Love is a Battlefield" ('83). She came on like a
freight train and proved beyond a shadow of a doubt that
she still rocks.
Lori Beth, my younger sister, had Pat Benatar's Get
Nervous poster from the vinyl album (where Pat poses in
a straitjacket) on her bedroom wall. In high school, Lori
had paid homage to her favorite singer and sang "Love is
A Battlefield" in front of a live audience. That was my
first connection. The second came when I visited an attor-

Self-described as a new "oneact morality play," Peter
Chansky's senior thesis performance, A Sweater for Cadmus,
expounded on the effects and
reality of capitalism through a
rather comedic interpretation —
a man searching to buy a sweater
for his goat, Cadmus.
The action starts with Burt,
played by Nathan Thompson,
'07, and Ethel, played by Sarah
Schoenbeck '09, inside Ed's
Quality Animal Sweaters store,
faced with a pile of sweaters,
ranging from cashmere to alpaca
wool. Burt is having much trouble deciding on which sweater to
select, but a 'wonderful' salesman, played by Bryce SnarskiPierce '09, comes to his rescue,
spouting all kinds of things in
an attempt to get Burt to purchase something. The salesman
even goes so far as to adopt religious language, and he is even
portrayed standing at a pulpit,
waving a book around, preaching about how great it is that a
place like Ed's Quality Animal
Sweaters store exists.
Kat West '07, who attended
the play, was quite impressed by
it. "The script and the cast were
brilliant," she said after the performance. "I knew that the play
was going to be about capitalism
and morality, so I was immediately intrigued when [Chansky]
prefaced the play by telling the
audience that it was supposed to
be funny and we were allowed to
laugh. But he was right; the play
was fanny."
The comical elements of the
play did, in fact, make it that
much more intriguing. It was
made evident to those watching
the rather ludicrous ways capitalism functions in our society,
and while there may have been
some exaggeration with the
insertion of the religiosity
aspects, the play truly reflected
many concepts that remain
ignored by the everyday person
just going about his business.
The religiosity, however, did
function to express a commentary about how easy it is to
espouse and manipulate that
type of language, and use it for
one's own self-interested purposes.
"The salesman looked like a
priest giving a homily," West
said. "I saw this as a way of representing something that was
first presented to me in a book
called Selling Spirituality —
namely that Nietzsche's 'God is
dead' can now be understood as
'God is dead, and has been resurrected as capital."'

www.pat-benatar.com

see STUDENT on page 19

'80s star Pat Benatar recently performed in Torrington.

see THESIS on page 16
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Symposium Offers Rare Opportunity TV Shows to Watch For
continued from page 15
ence. It was an interesting preview of discussions to come, as
the authors, all with varying
degrees of knowledge and experience, debated the state of their
craft. An audience member
raised the question of why memoir had recently become more
popular. Some believed that it
might have something to do with
the rise of reality television, and
that people were looking for
writing that was based in something real. Another credited the
rise of the therapeutic culture,
while another bluntly said that
the reason more memoirs are
being published is because memoirs will sell.
The first of three panel discussions was held immediately
following the introductory meeting. One of the concurrent discussions, titled "Where Are You
Going, Where Have You Been?
Memoir and Identity" was conducted by Madeleine Blais, a
Pulitzer Prize winning journalist
and a professor at the University
of Massachusetts, Leila Phillip,
professor at the College of the
Holy Cross and author of three
books, and Dana Brand, a soonto-be published author and professor of English and American
Literature at Hofstra University.
They discussed the difficulty
of writing a memoir, including
how you adjust your memories
and tell them in a 'way that is
appealing to all fans of the subject, not just those who know
and are interested in you. Blais
said that one of the biggest challenges was writing about the
other people in your life, and
understanding that they may
become offended by what you
write. Phillips spoke of the differ-

By PRIYANKA JOTWANI
ARTS WRITER
Some shows may not be returning for a while, but that doesn't mean
there isn't some good scoop about them. Read further down in the
Honorable Mentions section to find out juicy info on your favorite
shows, such as Grey's Anatomy, Gilmore Girls, One Tree Hill, and
others. There weren't many shows on this past week, but those that
were on had some great story twists. So let's take a look at what we
learned last week and what to look forward to in the week ahead.

Erin Caner

Writer-in-Residence, Lucy Ferriss, spoke about her memoir-writing experiences.

ence between situation and story,
that situation includes the events
that happen to you, while story
is the way in which you tell it.
Other panels that were held
over the course of the few days
included "Time Recaptured,"
"The Long Road Home,"
"Truthiness," "The Scribe of the
Soul," and "Me, You, and
Everyone We Know."
Five Trinity faculty members
participated as authors: Ferriss,
author of eight books including
her memoir Unveiling the
Prophet: The Misadventures of a
Reluctant Debutante,
Sheila
Fisher, the chair of the English
Department, Irene Papoulis,
Senior Lecturer in the A.K.
Smith Center for Writing and
Rhetoric, Clare Rossini, director
of the InterArts Program, and
Beverly Wall, director of the
Writing Center.

The
entire
Symposium
offered many unique chances for
members of the Trinity community and of the intellectual community to hear and learn from
many masters of the art of memoir. Copies of the authors' works
were for sale throughout the conference, and customers were
invited to have the writers sign
their books.
It was an exciting experience,
particularly when disagreements
arose amongst the panelists.
The category of memoir encompasses such varying types of
writing; to see those differences
play out in an active discussion
was truly engaging. The attendees were constantly encouraged
to ask the members of the panel
questions: a rare opportunity to
talk directly with those who
have become masters of their
craft.

Thesis: A Commentary on Capitalism
continued Bom page 15
At one point in the play,
Burt is leaning toward buying a
cashmere sweater. When he
finds out that cashmere is made
from goats' wool, he becomes
outraged at the ridiculous idea
of Cadmus wearing two layers of
goat wool — his own, and the
sweater.
This is just one example of
Chansky's technique of making
a critique of capitalism and its
effects: in this case, how this
type of economic system lends
itself to inequalities, which also
reflects upon the principles people hold if they allow it to happen.
Other such seemingly small
but significant incidents are
what made the play so fascinating to watch. The extent of
detail that Chansky used in his

writing and directing made it own rather than being representcaptivating — everything from ed in a newspaper article and
Burt's phrase "Snap my sus- people learning about it secondpenders!" to the
hand if they didsalesman's quip
This is just one example n't see it. In
"What has a
other words, I
of Chansky's technique want the play to
blender
ever
done for anyof mahng a critique of
be the
final
one?" to Ethel's
statement
on
the
capitalism [...] Other
purchase of "the
play, not an artisuch seemingly small
Battle
of
cle written about
(especially
Gettysburg" on a
but significant incidents it
since,
of. course,
spoon. Burt ends
are what made the play
if an article were
up purchasing a
so fascinating to watch.
written, this is
red sweater with
a crescent moon
The extent of detail that how the majority of the campus
on it, perhaps
Chansky used in his
would know it).
another subtle
writing and directing
As this is a play
sign of religion
my cast and I
in the play.
made it captivating.
have worked on
Director
for months, I
Chansky actually
refused to comment about his think the feeling of wanting to
play, saying only, "I would much have the play speak for itself is
rather have the play stand on its justified."

Lost: "Who the hell is Nikki?!?!" The joke of
the episode and possibly the season, has been
as Sawyer puts it: who the hell is Nikki and for
that matter who is Paolo? Lost creators randomly threw this couple into the mix at the
beginning of Season three, and last night they
strived to show viewers how Nikki and Paolo
have been a part of the island from the beginning. The episode was craftily done, in true
Lost flashback fashion, and the ending left
www.dga.org
many viewers talking. While it was finally
revealed that Nikki and Paolo were still alive, they won't be for long
now that they are stuck at the bottom of their graves. The show's
executives have hinted that Nikki and Paolo will not be able to "dig
their ways out of this one." The fact that both actors who play the
roles are now busy on new projects also supports the conclusion that
Nikki and Paolo are done on Lost. But with a show like this, who
knows what twists and turns the creators have in store for us. Next
week, Kate will be betrayed by a fellow survivor and forced into trying to survive in the jungle with Juliet. Also Hurley tells Sawyer that
unless he changes his selfish ways, the rest of the survivors will banish
him from camp. Some other things to look forward to in upcoming
episodes are (Spoiler Alert): There will be at least three more deaths in
the show before the season finale, the Locke-Ben-Locke's father storyline will be briefly mentioned but not returned to for a few episodes,
and Jack will be returning to his fellow survivors'in two weeks but it
will not .exactly be a joyous return.
24: This show would have someone chop off
their arm to escape CTU. President Palmer is
still the President now, thanks to a very smart
move by Tom Lennox. The President's physical and mental health however, is still questionable. Just as everyone is happy Palmer won
against Daniels, they find out that he is doing
exactly what Daniels was going to do. This is
definitely looking like a question of mental
weakness
in Palmer. According to the preview,
cyber-cinema.com
Palmer's rise to power may be short lived due
to health issues, and it may very well turn out that a nuclear strike was
what was needed to get information out of the ambassador. It also
was shown that Jack will be shot but let's not kid ourselves, this is 24,
and we know that nothing can happen to Jack Bauer. If the man can
get out of being tortured by the Chinese, than a bullet is nothing, so
don't worry everyone, Jack will most likely be fine. In upcoming
weeks, there is much to look forward to, such as: MAJOR Spoiler
Alert: Rumor has it that Audrey is NOT dead, and a storyline may
lead to Jack investigating her supposed death with much intensity.
Also in episode 23, viewers will meet Milo's brother when he arrives
at CTU to aid his sibling.
Honorable Mentions: One Tree Hill will be returning in May and
with its return comes some great storylines: Lucas will attend prom
alone after assuming that Peyton does not want to go, Dan attempts
to get Karen to fall back in love with him as the witness from the
school shooting gets closer to him. Lucas will also learn who was in
the corridor the day of the shooting. A character from Haley's past
will also return; be sure to check the column next week to find out
who! Now for Grey's Anatomy. The show will return April 12 with a
recap episode. The episode, titled "Every Moment Counts" will be
hosted by Jef&ey Dean Morgan (Denny) and will be a precursor to
new episodes that will resume the following week. On Heroes, it has
been confirmed that (Spoiler Alert) Linderman's power is telekinesis,
and considering how the show left him and Nathan, this can not bode
well. Gilmore Girls creators have let it slip that MAJOR Spoiler Alert:
Rory and Logan will finally be calling it quits in an upcoming episode.
There's plenty more to come, so be sure to read next week's column.

The Trinity Tripod puts out on Tuesdays and now you
can too! Purchase official Tripod apparel at
www.cafepress.com/trinitytripod. These reasonably
priced items feature our distinctive title and many
feature the catchphrase "We Put Out On Tuesdays" - so
everyone will know that you read the Tripod.

— — — _ _ _ _ _
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Friday Night Filled with A Cappella and Concert Choir Melodies

All photos by Erin Caner

The ConnColI ConnArtists joined Trinity's Quirks in an Underground a cappella concert minutes after a Concert Choir performance, which showcased numerous songs, including one from Porgy and Bess.

Cinestudio
dh 'Cinema "'
Visage D'Enfants — Sunday, April 1: 2:30 p.m.
The War of the Buttons - Sunday, April 1: 7:30 p.m.
Mouchette - Monday, April 2: 7:30 p.m.
Abouna - Tuesday, April 3: 7:30 p.m.
The Disenchanted - Wednesday, April 4: 7:30 p.m.
The Four Hundred Blows - Thursday, April 5: 2:30 p.m.
Antoine and Colette - Thursday, April 5: 7:30 p.m.
CRAZY. - Friday, April 6: 7:30 p.m.
Raining Cats and Frogs - Saturday, April 7: 2:30 p.m.
Beur Blanc Rouge - Saturday, April 7: 8:00 p.m.

Becket
A pristine new print of Becket is one of the highlights of the spring cinema season! This passionate slice of 12th century England relives a conflict that still
feels modern: two formerly close friends, King Henry II and Thomas a Becket,
the archbishop of Canterbury, wage an ideological war over their loyalty to the
state or to God. One element that remained under wraps in 1964 is made clear:
Peter O'Toole and Richard Burton's bold choice to add a subtext of homoerotic
attraction to the mix. Ironically, 43 years after O'Toole won a Best Actor
Academy Award nomination for Becket, he has won another one for his outstanding work in Venus. "The pleasure of these two extravagantly gifted actors at
the top of their game — their diction! their conviction! their beauty! — is enormous." Carrie Rickey, Philadelphia Inquirer.
April 8: 2:30j 7:30 p.m.
April 9, 10: 7:30 p.m. .

One lucky winner and a guest will receive:
** Transportation
•* Hotel
•> Tickets to a taping of The Daily Show with Jon Stewart

Pan's Labyrinth
Guillermo Del Toro's extraordinary new film has the vision to treat the fairy tale
fantasy of a young girl with the same degree of seriousness as it does the actual
terrors of her everyday life. Ofelia (Ivana Baquero) is an imaginative 11-year-old
girl whose mother moves in with a sadistic captain in Franco's Spain. As he
tracks down the last partisans in the forest, Ofelia turns away to the world of an
underground labyrinth ruled by Pan (Doug Jones of Del Toro's Hellboy), who
gives her three tasks to prove that she is the princess of this supernatural kingdom. Don't miss the small window of time left to experience this visually breathtaking film on the big screen. "The beauty of Pan's Labyrinth exists for its own
sake. The magic has a purpose." Stuart Klawans, The Nation.
April 11-13: 7:30 p.m.
April 14: 2:30, 7:30 p.m.

Enter contest by registering for our email edition:
www.trinitytripod.com/freetrip

For more information, see www.cinestudio.org.
"Vis* the ut stowsforcomptete rules and regulations.
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Student-Organized Festival Features Artists, Workshops, Bands
continued from page 1
around at the artists, photographers, students, and organizers
from around the world networking
backstage he concluded, "It's beautiful to be in this position."
Before performances kicked off
Saturday night, participants and
students had the opportunity to
attend various workshops, film
screenings, and panel discussions.
The two most visible workshops
were the graffiti and break dance
workshops held on the Cave Patio.
The graffiti workshop was hosted
by the California-based Trust Your
Struggle crew which recently concluded a mural tour throughout
Mexico and Central America. The
group created a mural throughout
the day and demonstrated techniques to interested students. The
crew puts emphasis on the accessibility of their artwork. "Anyone
can write on the wall," said member Sarah Baltazar.
. The most successful panel discussion of Saturday was "Total
Chaos: Hip-Hop Aesthetics and
the World." It was led by Jeff
Chang, author of Can't Stop
Won't Stop: a History of the HipHop Generation and served as the
unveiling of his new book Total
Chaos: The Art and Aesthetics of
Hip-Hop. The panel discussed the
role of hip-hop in todays society,
what constitutes hip-hop, the
importance of language, and the

Erin Can'er

One of the most visible events of the Hip-Hop Festival was the graffiti workshop.

marginalization of certain groups'
within hip-hop culture. One of the
more interesting aspects of the
panel was the gay voice by Juba
Kalamka. Mr. Kalamka raised the
point that femininity is not accepted within hip-hop. Panelist Toni
Blackman commented, "hip-hop
doesn't have breasts."
This conversation spilled over
into all aspects of the weekend.
Many women had a lot to say
about it, both in the context of

the Women in Hip-Hop panel
held on Sunday, through artist's
lyrics, and in ordinary conversation. One of the strengths of the
festival was that women were so
well represented. Other shows
Temple of Hip-Hop has put on
throughout the year have been
dominated by male artists. It was
refreshing to hear the female perspective. Zee Santiago '09, founder
of Trinity's chapter of Temple of
Hip-Hop and. one of the organiz-

I

eareer seminar,
Perspectives on
Career Choices by
Haew#Hli Robertson

ers of this year's festival commented, "women are the backbone of
this festival." This was illustrated
time and time again this weekend
as women rocked the microphone
and female members of Trinity's
Temple of Hip-Hop rolled up their
sleeves and did as much (if not
more) backstage heavy lifting as
the guys. Said co-organizer Katie
McGuigan '09, "I feel proud to be
a woman in this."
Saturday's performances were
better-attended than Friday's.
Crowd favorites included Baba
Israel, Foundation Movement,
Bennchoumy, and spoken word
artists Urban Word. The presence
of spoken word provided a welcome change of pace. The trio of
poets managed to hold the audience's attention even without a
beat to support them.
However, the undeniable
crowd favorite for the entire weekend were the African Underground
Allstars. The band successfully
blended musical influences from
all over the world and did not
become weighed down by the
depth of their lyrics. During their
set, the entire audience was dancing-.
The headliners of the weekend, Les Nubians, although very
talented and perhaps the group
with the most original sound,
simply could not compete. Their
music was much mellower than
that of the Allstars. A few min-

utes into their set, people left in
droves. By the time they finished
performing, Les Nubians were
playing to less than half of what
had previously been nearly a full
house.
The second International
Hip-Hop festival was a resounding success. Said Zee Santiago,
"[The festival] truly unifies people at Trinity, in Hartford, and
in the hip-hop community."
This is no easy feat, especially
when you take into consideration the fact that although the
festival has the support of independent record label Nomadic
Wax, as well as organizations Sol
Productions, and World Up, the
bulk of the grunt work is accomplished by college students. The
soul of this festival lies with all
the dedicated people who
worked hard to make it happen,
which was best demonstrated
when Baba Israel conducted an
impromptu beat boxing lesson
backstage, a parent stated, "I've
learned so much," and a spontaneous dance party broke but
after the sound equipment was
finally packed up at 5 a.m.
Sunday morning. The festival
this weekend was about so much
more than music. It was about a
cultural revolution and our role
in it.
Sarah Gardiner was involved in the
organization of this event.

how to sell yourself
in a competitive
Hr «apeer's!je«e$i_wiSS
These days*feeinggood is n
depend upon how eftei
the people that matter* It's a
ordert tnt~y«u must winihe
hearts and minds of the peo
with a «ontagiou$ passion - a n d that
critical process of personaVbrani

In this uni«s«e seminar, We'll w«rki9|ethe>t6^fj?3e your
individual Iraid^witn a p ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p i i ^ m l i j i overview
image, and ^4i«s"y«Mr^erssnal- feraet.strategy ^nta action*

Haewortft Robertson's tckctie career included:
• Ixtensive work on personal financial security programs
• Ten years as an international consultant on social insurance
programs in Switzerland, Itftadtt* St. Mitts, China, Ghana,
Zimbabwe, Lebanon, Kuwait, Turkey and A c Philippines
• President of a life insurance company
- M.S. government service
j . Seo'pient of tine Robert J . flyers PvMie Service Aw

i!^§iii^^^||^

Lyn Qiairf>erlin, founder ^"IrincipaLRarttjer o f l f e jPIR, is an Emnf-award
winning tefewsion/pi^oer. SBTtesMnoBitertweis^ years of experience in
the design and executton^Bf^tefflc^public reTatioBs program^ sales training
and leadership aWiing. She i \ a finmr'DreBrn Conmunkatons at
Harvard Unwerpf ~w$r% 4 i a ^ d e n T f t r Gonw^unications at HT. k
Director of Tele^iawt Pr^amning forHie Henifor Qiannel, Ae partidpated
in the launch/oi She award^nnfflg^244K>ur international cable news Aannd
A teifyiaon produtitwiter^and corporateTr^dia a»nsultant; fc urn her
IG people and companies to
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Student Reviews Favorite '80s Sensation
continued from page 15
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Arts in the Area
Trinity College

ney friend's home in New York
City (we had just returned from a
backstage day with the likes of
Huey Lewis, Lloyd Price, and Jon
Tiven at Jones Beach) and he had
a great publicity photograph of
Pat Benatar from the 70s when
she played the Catch a Rising Star
Club. Pat was signed to Chrysalis
Records while my dear friend
Frederick Ellis Salzburg, who goes
by the pseudonym Unsteady
Freddie (currently Lifeguard
Record Co. producer), was her
publicist and entertainment attorney. This was clearly not just a
coincidence.
Pat opened the Torrington
show with "All Fired Up" (also
the name of her tour and one of
www.benatar.edrcreations.com
my favorite pieces of music). Pat Benatar became famous with singles such as "Hit Me With Your Best Shot."
The audience, which was comprised of people of all ages; men, Giraldo are clearly a working such power that the crowd was
women, and their teenage daugh- couple and when they sat down on its feet.
ters were out of their seats and for a slower, acoustic version of
Now all came to the stage,
clearly enjoying going along for "We Live for Love" they where she held their hands,
the ride. The
exchanged banter smiled, and graciously acknowlride consisted of
Benatar and Giraldo
with the easy edged her fans. She sang "Love is
nonstop hits she
playfulness
of a Battlefield," "Hit Me with
are clearly a working
has been known
new lovers. They Your Best Shot," "Shadows of
couple [...] they
for and reaching
showed versatility the Night," "Fire and Ice," and
such notes on
exchanged banter with when performing "Promises in the Dark." For
"Hell is for
the easy playfulness of the blues song those moments there was no
Children" that
"True
Love" place on earth I would rather
new lovers.
would literally
from the critical- have been. I thought how nice
take your breath
ly
acclaimed it might be to be frozen in time
away. Her longtime guitarist and blues album of the same name right there, right then. It is this
collaborator Neil Giraldo (who and showed not only that they caliber of performance that has
would become her husband) was could rock but could also get earned Pat Benatar her place as a
in good form playing the guitar down and dirty in an instant. certified rock'n'roll superstar
like a virtuoso. Benatar and Benatar belted out the hits with and living legend.

Gospel Choir Service of Holy Communion
Friendship Chapel
Thursday, April 5
6:30 p.m.
Real ArtWays
An Unreasonable Man
While revealing the tragic flaws of liberalism and liberal guilt,
the film reminds us of Nader's whole story, from his days as a
super-star consumer advocate to his third party presidential run
in 2000. People seem to forget that Nader's humanity has saved
hundreds of thousands of lives and made the US a leader in
safety in the home, the highways, the environment and the
workplace.
Tuesday-Thursday, April 3-5: 7:40 p.m.
Le Petit Lieutenant
This new film looks back to the "policiers" or "police procedurals" of the '50s and '60s, movies that are often as fascinated
with the detailed workings of police departments as they are
with the characters in the story. It's about the everyday violence
and stupidity in a big city.
Tuesday, April 3: 5:00 p.m.
Wednesday and Thursday, April 4-5: 5:30 p.m.
For more information, visit www.realartways.org
Wadsworth Atheneum

Faith and Fortune: Five Centuries of European Masterworks
The return of 60 of the Wadsworth Atheneum's renowned Old
Master paintings from a three-year national tour provides
opportunity to pair these with equally rich and varied sculpture
and decorative arts from the museum's permanent collections.
The paintings include works by Fra Angelico, Caravaggio, Hals,
Zurbaiin, Canaletto, Boucher, and Tiepolo.
Mar. 2 - Dec. 9, 2007
For more information, visit www.wadsworthatheneum.com

If you knew
THE TRUTH ABOUT TAR....
You would j oin the majority of <
smokers who want to quit....
Tar is the sticky glue-like substance that coats your lungs
causing lung cells to die.
Tar destroys the "cilia" (fine hair that lines your upper airway
and helps protect your body from infection).
* About 70% of tar in smoke is
deposited into the lungs.
* Even 1 or 2 cigarettes a day
deposits dangerous tar into
the lungs.

For more information call:
Trinity Health Center
860-297-2018
or visit our website at: www.healthattrinity.com
or visit www.TobaccoFreeEarth.com

* Low-tar cigarettes are not safer.
Smokers inhale deeper puffs &
hold the smoke longer, dragging
the tar deeper into the lungs.
* Approximately 250 teaspoons or
1 cup of tar will stay in the lungs
if a person smokes 1 pack a day
for 1 year.
i

•

©Alcohol increases the desire to
smoke....
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3
4:00 p.m.
Human Trafficking:
Connecticut, and the
World
WGRAC Lounge, Mat!.or
Hall
9:30 p.m.
Banquet Service
Chapel

4:30 p.m.
Connecticut Cities Author Talk and Book
Signing
Joslin Family 1823 Room
Raether LITC
For more calendar
information, see:
internet2.trincoll.

eduACcal/webcal

Sunday, April

O

o

Calendar of Events
7
5
6

Monday/April ..

10:00 am
Roman Catholic Easter
Mass
Chapel

4:15 p.m.
Annual Blanchard W.
Means Lecture
Terrace Room B and C,

12:15 p.m.
Festival Service for Easier
Music by the Chapel
Singers
Sermon by Chaplain
Heischman
Chapel

4:30 p.m.
Studio Art Annual
Widener Gallery

12:00 p.m.
Holy Communion
Chapel
6:30 p.m.
Gospel Choir Service of Holy
Communion
Friendship Chapel
8:00 p.m.
Holy Thursday: Mass of the
Lord's Supper
Chapel

9:30 p.m.
Banquet Service
Friendship Chapel

8:00 p.m.
Troy: New Reflections on
an Old Site
LSC Boyer Auditorium

4:00 p.m.
Memorial Service for
Professor Albert
Gastmann

12:00 p.m.
Free Yoga Classes
Vernon Social Center

8:00 p.m.
Roman Catholic
Easter Vigil Mass
Chapel

3:00 p.m.
Roman Catholic Service ol
the Lord's Passion
Chapel

£\ • Tuesday/April •. -*| £X
12:00 p.m.
Community Learning
Brainstorming Lunch
Alumni Lounge

12:00 p.m.
Good Friday Service
Music by Gospel Choir;
Sermon by Mr. Willis McCa'v
Chapel

Language Lunch Tables
All language lunch tables meet in Mather Dining
Hall.
Monday:
Arabic 12:00 to 1:00 p.m.
French 12:30 to1:30 p.m.
German 12:45 to 1:45 p.m.
Russian 12:30 to 1:30 p.m.
Wednesday:
Thursday:

;

Chinese 1:00 to 2:00 p.m.
Spanish 12:00 to 1:00 p.m.
Hebrew 12:40 to 1:30 p.m.
Italian 12:15 to 1:15 p.m.
Japanese 12:00 to 1:15 p.m.

Lectures
Connecticut Cities - Author Talk and Book Signing
Wednesday, April 4, 4:30 p.m.
Joslin Family 1823 Room, Rather Library
Sponsored by Trinity College and Watkinson Library Associates
The Library will be hosting Peter F. Burns for an author talk and book
signing for his book: Electoral Politics Is Not Enough: Racial and
Ethnic Minorities and Urban Politics. This book examines how and
why government leaders understand and respond to African
Americans and Latinos in Bridgeport, Hartford, Stamford, and
Waterbury.

Globalization and the Problems of Interdependence
Thursday, April 5, 5:30 p.m.
Reese Room, Smith House
During the 1960s, Professor Lodge played a major role in the establishment of the Central American Institute of Business Administration.
He has also served as the vice chairman of the Inter-American
Foundation and has written several award winning books concerning
ideology. He has been a Trustee of the Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace, a member of the board of the Robert F. Kennedy
Memorial, and a member of the Council on Foreign Relations. He has
taught executives in a number of companies including IBM, AT&T, and
the World Bank.

Freedom: A Comic Perspective
Monday, April 9, 4:15 p.m.
Terrace Rooms B And C, Mather Hall
Professor Cynthia Willett will present the annual Blanchard W. Means
Lecture, sponsored by the philosophy department. She has done
research on political ethics, moral philosophy, race and gender studies, philosophy and literature, and American social thought. She is
also the author of many books and articles including: Comedy,
Friendship, Freedom: A Democratic Political Ethics, The Soul of
Justice: Social Bonds and Racial Hubris (Cornell 2001); Maternal
Ethics and Other Slave Moralities (Routledge 1995); editor of
Theorizing Multiculturalism (Blackwell 1998); articles in Cultural
Critique, Philosophy and Literature, Research in Phenomenology, and
Journal in Speculative Philosophy. Her honors and awards include:
Executive Board, Society for Phenomenology and Existential
Philosophy and Emory College Winship Distinguished Research
Scholar, 1998-2001.

If you would like a
group or individual
featured in the
Community Service
Spotlight, please e-mail
tripod@trincoll.edu
Written by Anne Bonfiglio
This week's Spotlight is awarded to Lions Club
to recognize their tabling outside of Mather for their
annual eyeglass drive.
Lions Club is an international organization that
helps bring aid to those who are sensory impaired.
The Trinity College chapter focuses mostly on the
vision area, raising money for those who have problems with their sight.
The tabling this week has provided opportunities for the club to get out information, raise money,
and provide a place for students to bring old eyeglasses, printer cartridges and cell phones. The eyeglasses
will be donated to the vision impaired while the printer cartridges and cell phones will be traded in for
money that will be donated to charity.
Lions Club has also been selling baked goods to
contribute to the Campaign for Sight II, a campaign to
help eradicate a certain type of blindness.
In up-coming events, Lions Club will be hosting
its annual wine and cheese event on Sat. April 21, in
Hamlin Hall. This event is an administrative fundraiser
that brings together Lions Club members from all over
the state, providing an opportunity for students to
learn how different branches are approaching their
movement to help the sensory impaired.
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Men's Lacrosse Splits Week, Gears up for Two NESCAC Games
ByJONSIMONIAN
SENIOR EDITOR

also added an assist in the Bantams' win
against Colby.
"It's a huge honor to be elected for
Coming off the spring vacation, the something like that. The honor shows me
Trinity Men's Lacrosse team put their 3-1 that my work is appreciated by my teamrecord on the line twice this past week. On mates and other coaches," Wells said.
Wednesday, the Bantams took on the "[Head Coach Jim Finlay] wants to see other
Wheaton College Lyons at home and then guys be honored the same this year."
on Saturday Trinity traveled up to Medford,
On the docket first for the Bantams this
Mass, for a NESCAC game against the Tufts past week were the Lyons of Wheaton
University Jumbos.
College, who arrived in Hartford on
First though, an individual accomplish- Wednesday looking to get their season on
ment must be acknowledged as Bantam the right track and chip away at an 0-4
midfielder Connor Wells '09 was selected a record. Trinity came in with a 3-1 mark and
NESCAC co-player of the week for the week controlled the game from the opening whisof March 26. Wells was given the nod tle. The Bantams spread their offense
because of his dominance in the face-off cir- around, with nine different players recording
cle where he converted 22-27 opportunities goals in the 154 rout in which Trinity out
in the Bantams' previous two games. He shot Wheaton 40 to 14. Credit the Bantam
defense with putting up another staunch
effort as goalie Alex Palma '09 was only
forced to make four saves in the game. Wells
continued his dominance in the face-off circle, winning 12 of his 15 opportunities.
Midfielder Jeremy Ulan '09 scored the
Bantams' first two goals of the game in the
first quarter. Wheaton's Markus Ricci
scored for the Lyons in the first quarter to
send the game into the second with the
Bantams only leading 2-1, but- from that
point, it would get ugly as Trinity scored 12
unanswered goals over the next two-plus
periods. Quad-captain Curt Kahn '07 and
junior attackers Kris Tedeschi and Sam Slater
all had goals for the Bantams in the second
period to make the score 6-1 going into halftime.
Erin Caner
The slaughter continued after the break
Trinity dropped a recent game versus Tufts 11-5.

when midfielder Chris Walsh '07 recorded a
natural hat-trick in the third quarter to go
along with goals by Slater, Tedeschi, attacker
Rob Mountain '09 and midfielder Harper
Cullen '10. All in all, the Bantams scored
seven goals in the third period to put the
game out of reach. Wheaton made the
game a little more respectable in the fourth
with three goals, but it was far too little, far
too late as Trinity emerged victorious from
the contest.
Coming off their win at home on
Wednesday, the Bantams traveled to Tufts
University on Saturday to the NESCAC
rival Jumbos in only the Bantams' second
league game of the year. The game was
going to be an uphill battle for the Bantams
as Tufts was ranked seventh in the nation
Erin Caner
and is the only NESCAC team to appear on Trinity was victorious over Wheaton, winning 15-4.
the Inside Lacrosse Division III poll. Trinity
put up a good fight against the Jumbos, but periods to close out the Bantams.
dropped the game 11-5.
Palma turned in another solid perform"We knew that Tufts was a very good ance in net, making 15 saves, and while shot
team but any NESCAC game is huge for and save counts were quite similar between
us," Wells said. "We weren't expected to win the two teams — the Bantams actually domthe game, but we knew that there is no rea- inated the face-off circle again, thanks to
Wells who was 12-15 in that category — the
son why we couldn't knock them off"
Tufts went up 3-1 after the first and the Jumbos proved to be the better team on
Bantams were never able to get their offense that day.
rolling against the formidable opponent.
Next up for Trinity will be three games
Slater scored the first goal of the game with this week, both against NESCAG oppo13:49 left in the first period, but the Jumbos nents. The Amherst Lord Jeffs drive down
responded about five minutes later with the 1 to Hartford this Wednesday to take on the
first of their three goals in the period and Bantams at home at 4:00 p.m. and then on
the Bantams were unable to recover. Saturday, Trinity will make the long trip to
' Tedeschi brought Trinity within one with Bowdoin to pfay the Polar Bears at 1:00 p.m.
the first goal of the second period, but Tufts Then on Sunday, the Bantams will finally
rolled off five straight over the next two play a makeup game against Bates.

Gravel, White Among Bantams' Baseball Takes Home Opener
Score of16-9
Stars at Weekend's Invitational
' ^i^^l^aa^^
T60(kneter
«'*i***B*"m
relay team came in 10th place. The team,
took tenth at 4:12.39. Sophomore Hunter Giselle Harrington '10, Williams, Lemire,
Norte came in sixth in the 500 with a and Miner, recorded a time of 4:25.62.
time of 15:35.68.
Trinity athletes also performed well in
Three Bantam .runners placed in the the jumping and throwing events. Nick
top 10 in the 110-meter hurdles. Elijah Vasqu.ez '10 placed sixth in the men's high
Heckstall '08 came in third with 16.11, jump, leaping to 1.72 meters. In the men's
Ben Feldman '10
long jump, Sam
placed fifth at 17.1 \
Pegram '10 came in
and Bill Monah.iti
fourth.
John
'10 came in eighih,
^Mihalko '08 threw
recording a score ni
i 13.32 meters to place
20.61. Feldman aim
third in the shot put.
Monahan
also
Chris Doval '10
placed in the 400.
placed fifth with a
Monahan came in
throw
of
12.51
eighth at 58.84, and
meters and Chris
Feldman came in
Cozza '09 placed
tenth at 1:00.42.
sixth with 12.04
Senior co-captain
meters. In the discus
Nate Gravel won th>.
throw, Cozza also
3,000-meter steepleplaced, coming in
chase, clocking in JI
eighth with a throw
9:44.90.
Trinit>
of 32.51 meters.
teams won both ot]
Mihalko threw 38.88
the Men's
retmeters to
place
races. The 400-meur
eighth in the hamteam, which is commer throw.
Freshman jumper
Mikcii
prised
of
and
runner Teddi
Campanella
'0°.
Curtis
placed sixth
Langton,
J
Erin Caner in the Women's
Harris '09, and
McDdnough w o n Runners from many different schools came to Trin. high jump with a
height
of
1.47
with a time of 43.02
seconds. The 1,600-meter team of meters. In the women's hammer throw,
Anderson, Moorhead, junior Jesse Wanzer Verdell Walker '09 recorded a throw of
and Monahan placed first, recording a 24.15 meters to place sixth.
Members of the Track and Field teams
time of 3:30.41.
compete
next at the
Fitchburg
In the women's races, two runners
Invitational
on
April
7,
followed
by the
placed in the top ten in the 800-meter run.
Allie Lemire '09 finished with 2:21.29, and UMass Lowell Invitational on April 14.
Kristina Miner '08 came in with a time of With a lot of young talent, the teams
2:23.73. Amanda Williams '08 came in show both, -impressive performances thus
eighth in the 1,500 at 4:53.44. Amanda far and potential for even greater things in
White '08 won the 100-meter hurdles with the future.

continued from page 24

his teammates' respect, the rest of the freshmen have also exceeded expectations this
season.
.
"The freshman class as a whole has a
great attitude, from the everyday players to
the guys who have not seen much time. It
is not easy to be a freshman on a
competitive team like ours, .and all of them
have
worked
hard
and
taken
advantage of every chance they got,
whether they are called on as a pinch runner or a late-inning defensive change," said
Regan.
Regardless of how well the freshmen,
and the team in genera], are playing, the
Bantams' success against the Polar Bears
unfortunately did not last through the
weekend. Trinity dropped the next two
games against Bowdoin by close scores of 64 in game one and 5-4 in game two on
Saturday.
Senior co-captain Jon Rappaport started the first game for the Bantams, but left
after being touched up for six runs (five
earned) on seven hits on just three and onethird innings. A scoreless two and twothirds innings relief performance by freshman Derek Anderson kept the Bantams in
the game, but they could not overcome the
early deficit to pull out the win, even in
spite of sophomore Colby Tucker's pinchhit two-run home run.
The nightcap featured a well-played
game by both teams, with solid pitching all
around. No hurler allowed more than three
earned runs, and 13 of the 18 starters collected hits.
Despite Monday afternoon's cold and
dreary weather, the Bantams brought hot
bats to their home opener against
Worcester Polytechnic Institute and outslugged the Engineers by the final score of
16-9. The Bantams jumped ahead early with
a six-run first-inning rally during which

Trinity batted around. •
Then, with the Scoreboard reading 7-1
in favor of the Bantams, Trinity freshman
first baseman Kent Graham blew the game ;
open with a grand slam that sailed well over
the. left field fence. Graham had been flirting with the round-tripper throughout the •
entire at-bat, fouling numerous deep fly
balls off before finally keeping one fair for !
the slam. Graham struck again in the next:
inning with his second home run of the
day to make the score 14-1. The two home
runs on the day are Graham's first two of
his collegiate career.
However, the Engineers put together an
explosive eight-run fifth inning against
Trinity freshman starter Derek Anderson. •
This was only Anderson's -second start of;
the season, although he has enjoyed considerable success coming out of the bullpen !
for the Bantams all year long.
Anderson cruised through the first four
innings, but got knocked around a little in:
the fifth, which was his last inning of work.,
All in all, Anderson pitched five innings;
and struck out five Engineers before he was!
replaced' by sophomore reliever Andrew,
Rathmann-Noonan.
!
Rathmann-Noonan put an end to whatever sort of moment the Engineers had
built up, pitching three very strong innings
in which he struck out three opposing bat-;
ters.
Junior reliever Dan Meehan, who sportsa nifty submarine delivery, then came in to;
close out the game in the top of the ninth.;
Meehan baffled the first Engineer he faced;
and sent hirri back to the bench looking on1
four pitches. The next two batters Meehan!
faced did not have much more success, and!
he was able to close the books on the;
Bantams' fourteenth win of the season, !
Trinity now looks ahead to making the;
hike up to Lewiston, Maine for a three-1
game series against the Bates College:
Bobcats this weekend.
'
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Bowdoin Team No Match for Bants
continued from page 24
Dougherty homered to bring
the score to 3-0. Junior first
baseman Laura Cutler singled in
Gostanian for Trinity's final run
of the game.
The Polar Bears got two back
on a home run in the top of the
seventh to end Dougherty's
scoreless innings streak at 12,
but the Bantams took the game
4-2.
Game two was not the
Bantams' best in terms of fielding, committing seven errors,
but they rode their potent
offense and solid pitching to a
7-3 victory all the same.
Cutler, who Finished the day

3-7 with two doubles and three
RBIs, got things started with a
two-RBI double to score
Dougherty and senior shortstop
Stacy Hills in the first. Tait doubled in freshman second baseman Patricia Cipicchio and
scored a run herself on a single
by Mullin the very next inning.
Bowdoin took advantage of
four Trinity miscues to score
three in the third, but junior
righthander Brittany Alvino,
who got the win and improved
to 3-0, got out of a bases-loaded
jam to end the threat.
It was all Trinity from there,
as they tacked on three insurance runs in the sixth on a twoRBI single by Mullin and an

error by the Polar Bear shortstop.
"I think our maturity and
toughness was evident in some
tight situations. We got ourselves into some sticky situations due to a couple of fielding
errors, but we made great plays
with the bases loaded, we hit the
ball hard when we needed to,
and if we can play that way consistently, we will have a great season," said Luz.
The Bantams will take their
seven-game win streak and 11-1
overall record (3-0 NESCAC
East) to Eastern Connecticut
State University for a doubleheader with the Warriors at 3:00
p.m. and 6:00 p.m.
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Erin Caner
Elliott Katz '09, David Lindner '09, and Justin Sweeney '09 pose with Buccigross.

Buccigross Visits Trinity,
Discusses State of Hockey
By JAMES KUKSTIS
SPORTS EDITOR

Erin Caner
The Bantam Softball team pulled off a sweep last week, dominating the Bowdoin Polar Bears 3-1, 4-7, 2-3. They stand at 11-1.

Women's Tennis Season Starts Afresh
By PETER DACEY

SPORTS WRITER
A new season has brought a
whole new situation for the
Women's Tennis team. Having
spent the last couple of years cultivating a number of talented but
young players, all the time and
hard work invested by the team
has begun to pay off. With indoor
courts to match those of the
other NESCAC teams and a
switch of their primary schedule
from the fall to the spring, the
Bantams have already won three
games against excellent teams and
will be looking for many more.
Even the team's spring break
trip featured a different mindset
from previous ones. Although its
location in Orlando, Fla. was the
same, there was a departure from
the traditional quality of the
opposition for Trinity. According
to head coach Wendy Bartlett, the
idea was to get her players adjusted to the skill level of the teams
they will be playing, as well as
avoid the kind of slow starts that
can come from taking it too easy.
The first match against the
University of Akron proved too
much for the Bantams, but the
team's progress was evident even
in the loss, as every player kept in
her match. The 8-1 team loss featured the entire starting lineup,
with tri-captain Lindsay Ruslander
'07 as the only senior in the
group, and Amanda Tramont '09
as the day's highlight thanks to
her 6-1, 6-1 singles win.
While the Akron match might
appear to have been a mismatch,

Trinity's true ability became more
and more evident as spring play
continued. The Bantams took a
hard-fought
match
against
Kalamazoo, 5-4, keyed by a win in
singles by tri-captain Sydney
Meckler '08, 64, 4-6, 7-5. A tough
day in doubles cost the Bantams a
shot at defeating the University of
Chicago, but Tramont, Sarah
Gould '09, and Lucretia Witte '10
all took their singles matches in
the 6-3 loss. Not content to leave
Florida on a low note, Trinity
responded in resounding fashion
by whitewashing the University of
Wisconsin Eau Claire 8-1. Tri-captain Brenna Driscoll '08 blanked
her opponent in two perfect sets,
and Tramont, Gould, and
Meckler each had a perfect set of
their own.
A busy season against the
NESCAC began once the
Bantams returned home, starting
with an away match against
Bowdoin. The chips did not fall
Trinity's way, particularly due to
the fact that they were forced to
play indoors. "[The Polar Bears]
own those courts," noted
Bartlett. With the Men's teams
for both schools holding off their
match until a decision had been
reached for the Women, Trinity
was unable to take the shortened
5-2 match. As a whole, however,
the team benefited from the situation, and bright spots included a
win in three sets by Gould and an
8-5
victory
by
the
Driscoll/Tramont doubles pair.
In Driscoll's words, "it is difficult
to start out the season playing
such a strong team like

but all of the girls play such
tough tennis and it really prepared the team for our Sunday
•match against Colby."
Indeed, it appears that the
Bantams took a lot from the
Bowdoin match, as they bounced
back strongly to defeat Colby, 8-1,
and the victory was made all the
sweeter by the fact that Trinity
had lost to Colby by identical 5-4
scores the past two seasons.
Almost everything went in the
favor of Trinity during that day
on the road, from Ruslander's perfect 6-0, 6-0 singles win to big
comebacks by Driscoll in singles
and the Ruslander/Olivia Merns
'10 doubles duo. "Beating Colby
was very impressive and will hopefully give us more confidence
going into the next few weeks,"
said Driscoll.
After a period of vagabond
wandering, the Bantams finally
get to play on their home courts
over the next two weeks in an
attempt to improve on their 3-3
record. This Thursday promises to
offer some exciting action against
Wesleyan, with a non-conference
match against MIT the following
Saturday. Connecticut College,
Hamilton, and Tufts all offer
important NESCAC matches the
following week, and by the time
the Bantams again have to leave
their courts, the conference picture should be much clearer. And
as Driscoll put it, "We have no
easy matches, but having a very
deep and competitive lineup gives
me confidence that we'll do very
well in the remainder of our season."

Last Wednesday, March 28, the
"Sports Across American Culture"
theme house hosted ESPN's John
Buccigross. Avid readers of his
hockey column, the members of
the theme housing, David Lindner
'09, Elliott Katz '09, Justin
Sweeney '09, and Andrew Quinn
'09, found contact information in
the weekly column, and asked if he
would be willing to come to
Trinity. The ESPN headquarters
are located in Bristol, about a half
hour away from Trinity's campus.
The meeting served mostly as a
question and answer session with
the SportsCenter anchor, and naturally many of the questions asked
centered on what is like to work
for ESPN and to be part of one of
"the most popular sports news pf<>'
grams. Buccigross spoke to the art
of the SportsCenter catch phrase,
which sets apart not only the different anchors from one another,
but also the program from other
similar shows.
The anchor's column fills a
void that Buccigross saw in
ESPN's online hockey coverage.
His goal: to write a column in the
style of Peter Gammons with a
pop culture type of flair, which did
not exist at the time. This lack of
proper hockey coverage extends
past online, he said. Often, important hockey games are not featured

on SportsCenter, in favor of Arena
Football League highlights. This is
likely attributable to the fact that
ESPN now owns a stake in the
AFL
The focus shifted more directly
over hockey after this. The nature
of the game, he said, is that of a
niche sport, and there is nothing
wrong with that. Moving to
Southern markets like Florida and
Nashville proved unsuccessful for
the league. The NHL might be
better as a regional player, which
could bring a team back to
Hartford. Passion improves not
only the game, but also the broadcasts and the teams. At this time,
Buccigross is the only hockey-concentrated anchor on SportsCenter,
and if there were more devotion to
the game, he believes he would not
be alone.
The discussion then
moved to the role of brawling in
hockey. If the NHL imposed ejections instead of the traditional
"five for fighting," physical arguments would likely almost disappear. Some argue that this would
kill the game, but both the NCAA
and the Olympics eject players for
fighting, and both are strong. This
would also remove a major turnoff for parents of hockey fans, as
their children would be exposed to
less violence. And with the growth
of the players, he pointed out, how
long will it be until a player
becomes very injured?

Bants Get First Taste of
Victory at Spring Opener
continued from page 24
race this fall due to miserable
weather conditions, so this was an
especially big day for them. They
all showed great maturity and
strong athleticism," she said.
Coxswain Matt Owyang '07, of
the Men's varsity team, steered his
boat, stroked by co-captain Peter
Graves '07, to a double victory,
beating both the Cornell heavyweights and lightweights by over
eight seconds in 6:15.7 in the heat
and 6:176.3 in the grand final. The
men's second varsity boat, coxed
by Aaron Sawitsky '08 and stroked
by co-captain Chris Wilson '07,
won its first race in 6:26.7, and
came in second place to Cornell's
lightweight eight in 6:27.7 by just
over a second. The third varsity
eight came in third in 6:42.9
behind two Cornell boats.

Coach Larry Gluckman was
impressed with the way the Men
rowed. "I thought [our] crews
rowed very aggressively and probably surprised the Cornell Varsities
as to the level of commitment
Trinity made down the entire
course," he said.
The first Men's novice boat,
coxed by Russell Bennum '10 and
stroked by Peter Smith '10, came in
second during their first race in
6:39.7, but finished first in the second race, beating their previous
time by three seconds. The second
Men's novice boat, coxed by Elyssa
Michael '10 and stroked by Max
Kohl '10, lost to Cornell's heavyweights but beat the lightweights
with a time of 7:00.7.
The team's next race will be this
Saturday, April 7, against Coast
Guard Academy in New London,
Conn.
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Young Players Likely to Shine in Upcoming 2007 MLB Season
By STEPHANIE APSTEIN
SPORTS EDITOR
By the time you read this article, the
2007 Major League Baseball season will be
underway. This season, David Ortiz will be
walked with the bases loaded rather than
allow him to hit with the game on the line.
Johan Santana will lead the league in wins
on his way to another Cy Young award.
Vladimir Guerrero will homer on pitches a
foot off the plate. Carl Pavano will get hurt.
These are bold predictions (except for the
last one), but they involve players who have
been household names for years. What
about the Justin Verlanders, the Joe Mauers,
the Dan Ugglas? What about the guys who
come out of nowhere to make an impact
down the stretch? Here are the top 10 players you have probably never heard of who
are poised to make a big splash in their first
(or in some cases, second or third) year as a
regular player in the big leagues.
10. Alex Gordon (3B, Kansas City
Royals) He hasn't logged any Major League
innings yet, but a spring in which he hit .364
- , in 55 at-bats earned him the
starting job with the big club
and a chance to prove that
he deserves the number-two
overall draft pick the Royals
gave him in 2005. He's
already being compared with
mlb.com
another great Royals third
baseman, George Brett, and he will likely bat
fifth.
9. Chris Duncan (Ii% St. Louis
Cardinals) Duncan spent most of last season
working his way to a starting job with the
big club after a solid minor league career.
Now that he's won the top spot on the

depth chart, he can continue
to dazzle Cards fans with his
Ryan Howard-esque power
numbers (22 home runs in
90 games and a .589 slugging
percentage last year). As soon
as he improves his defense to
mlbblogs.com
the point where he's no
longer a question mark on the field, expect
his popularity to take off.
8. Prince Fielder (IB, Milwaukee
Brewers) Fielder had a very strong start to
his rookie season, earning the National
League's Rookie of the Month honors for
April and finishing the month with a .344
batting average and five
home runs in 96 at-bats. His
production dropped off a bit
in June, but he finished the
season with a .483 slugging
percentage, a Major League
rookie leading 28 home runs,
usatoday.com
and 81 RBIs and is expected
to continue to boost his power numbers in
2007.
7. Felix Hernandez (RHP, Seattle
Mariners) Hernandez is widely regarded as
the Mariners' top pitching
prospect with a fastball that
tops out around 100 mph s a
curve, and a changeup, all of |
which are strikeout pitches.
The use of another pitch, a
similarly devastating slider,
style.com
has been restricted to, protect
his arm and he has been kept under strict
pitch counts. The Mariners will let him
loose this year with the Opening Day nod
and an expectation that he will lead the
pitching staff out of last place. Look for him
to step up to the challenge.

6. Matt Cain (RHP, San Francisco
Giants) Cain led the Giants in victories with
13 last season to finish in a tie for fourth in
the National League Rookie
of the Year voting. He just
signed a $9-million, four-year
contract, so he has a lot to
prove this year, but he has
improved his control significandy this spring and he
giants.com
looks ready to accept his role
as a member of the Giants' regular starting
rotation.
5. Erik Bedard (LHP, Baltimore Orioles)
Bedard has quietly become the Orioles'
most reliable pitcher. Granted, that's not saying much, but his 20 quality
starts and seven-game win
streak (the longest on the
team since 1997) show that
he has successfully overcome
the elbow-ligament replacemcnt surgery and sprained
left knee that sidelined him
in 2002 and 2005, respectively. Look for him
to take the Orioles' Opening Day nod and
run with it.
4. Delmon Young (KB, Tampa Bay Devil
Rays) His temper is what has earned him the
most headlines after his ridiculous batthrowing incident in the minors, but Young
is looking to put all that
behind him this season.
Generally regarded as the
number
one
offensive
prospect in all of baseball, he
hit .317 with three home runs
in 126 at-bats in his midseacbc.ca
son call-up last year and
should shatter those numbers with significant playing time this year.

3. Stephen Drew (SS, Arizona
Diamondbacks) Drew earned
a midseason call-up last year
when regular Craig Counsell
went on the DL, and he hasn't looked back since. He will
bat leadoff this year, which
should augment the .357 onmlb.com
base percentage and 27 runs
scored he picked up in his 209 at-bats last
year.
2. Carl Crawford (LF, Tampa Bay Devil
Rays) He plays for the celiar-dweiling Devil
Rays, so it's really no surprise that his isn't a
household name in most of
America, but Crawford is
well on his way to becoming
a star. He recently became
the eighth player in history
to steal 200 bases before the
age of 25, and he led the
league in steals in 2003 with
55 and in 2004 with 59. He will likely hit in
the two-hole ahead of Delmon Young this
year, so he will see better pitches and probably improve upon his .292 career batting
average.
1. Cole Hamels (LHP, Philadelphia
Phillies) Hamels has dominated every level
of the minors since being the Phillies' firstround draft pick out of high
school in 2002. He was
Baseball
America's
Top
Prospect in 2003, and despite
his unspectacular 9-8 record
and 4.08 ERA in his Major
League debut last season,
,
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usatoday.com

there is.no reason to believe
that his plus-fastball and changeup and his
rapidly developing curveball won't lead him
to 15 wins and a sub4.00 ERA this year.

QUINNIPIAC U:
MBA

RAVE REVIEWS FOR OUR MBA

Physician Assistant

The Quinnipiac University School o f Business MBA
program continues to prepare business professionals
for the realities of management in global, technologydriven work environments in specializations such as:

interactive
Communications
Teaching
Biomedical
Sciences
Molecular/Cell
Biology
journalism

• M B A WITH CONCENTRATIONS IN ACCOUNTING,
CIS, FINANCE, INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS,
MANAGEMENT/MARKETING
• M B A - CHARTERED FINANCIAL ANALYST® TRACK
• M B A IN HEALTHCARE MANAGEMENT

Nursing
Accounting
Computer Information
Systems

MASTERING THE ART OF TEACHING
Extensive internship programs, real-world experience and
dynamic faculty have made the Quinnipiac Master of Arts in
Teaching (MAT) program among the most respected in the
country. Now our MAT program is more affordable than ever,
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Qyinnipiac University offers, graduate programs
in 17 distinct disciplines. Whether you are interested
in our AACSB nationally accredited business program,
the master of arts in teaching (MAT) program or one of
the Northeast's most highly regarded journalism and
interactive communications programs, all have been
designed to thoroughly prepare you for a professional
career. For more information, call 1-800-462-1944 or
visitwww.quinnipiac.edu.

thanks to new incentives that, in exchange for participation in
our internships, can waive tuition for most of the program.

QUINNIPIAC UNIVERSITY
Hamden, Connecticut
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Polar Bears End Baseball's Win Streak at 10 Games | Trin Track
Hosts Home
Invitational
By ANDREW" BUCHBINDER
SPORTS WRITER

Regardless of what region Trinity's Baseball
team happens to be playing in, it has become
reasonable to believe that the Bantams are
going to win almost every time they take the
field. Winners of eight in a row and 11 of 12
as of two weekends ago, the Bantams decided
to keep their impressive winning streak alive
last Tuesday against the Springfield College
Pride.
Although Trinity's bats uncharacteristically
started off slowly against the Pride, the
Bantams' lumber woke up in the fifth inning
en route to a dominant 11-0 win over
Springfield. The Bantams broke the goose eggs

on the Scoreboard in the fifth as freshman
right fielder Jim Wood got things going with
a leadoff base-hit to second base. Wood made
his way to third base in no time after a
Springfield balk and a sacrifice bunt by senior
first baseman Ben Silvanic.
Sophomore second baseman Ryan
Piacentini then ripped an RBI double to open
the floodgates. Trinity scored two more runs
in that inning, five in the eighth, and put the
finishing touches on their 12th win of the year
with three more runs in the ninth inning.
While the Bantams were generating all of
this late-game offense, their junior starter
Michael Regan was tossing a nearly perfect
game on the mound. Regan finished the day
with seven innings pitched, during which he

only allowed two Pride hits and amassed seven
strikeouts. Regan deservedly recorded the win,
improving to 3-0 on the season.
Although Trinity has certainly gotten into
the habit of making their own breaks this season, they were helped out considerably on
March 30 by the very team they were playing
as the Bowdoin College Polar Bears commitBy JAMES KUKSTIS
ted seven errors in their loss to the Bantams.
SPORTS EDITOR
Offensively, the Bantams picked up right
where they left off in their previous game and
On Saturday, March 31,
put an impressive 15 runs on the board, which members of the Men's and
trumped the eight Polar Bear runs they Women's Track and Field teams
allowed.
competed in the annual Trinity
On the mound for the Bantams was junior College Bantam Invitational
lefthander Chandler Barnard. Barnard entered Meet. The meet, the only one
the game with a 3-0 record and a 3.32 ERA. hosted by Trinity this semester,
Barnard's 22 strikeouts are second only on the was speckled with impressive perBantams' pitching staff to Regan's 23. formances by Bantam runners
Barnard's total is even more impressive relative and throwers, as well as athletes
to the four walks that he has issued, which from many other schools.
makes for an excellent ratio of 5.5. Barnard
In the men's 100-meter dash,
threw seven innings to improve his record to Trinity's Shaun McDonough '08
3-0.
placed second with a time of
In addition to Barnard's strong pitching 11.28 seconds. Sean Langton '07
performance, junior left fielder Matt Stafford came in fifth in the same event,
and sophomore catcher Sean Killeen both clocking in at 11.58. Both also
slugged home runs for the Bantams. Stafford, performed well in the 200, with
who leads the team with four home runs, is McDonough coming in third at
putting together another very strong offensive 23.21 and Langton placing sevseason for the Bantams, as is Wood, who is enth at 23.55.
hitting .431 with a pair of home runs and 19
Bantam
junior
Matt
RBIs.
Anderson dominated 'the ..800According to Regan, "the biggest surprise meter run, recording a time of***
so far has been freshman Jim Wood, who has 1:56.39. In the 1500, Sam
stepped right in and has done an awesome job Moorhead '09 took the runner
both offensively and defensively." While up position with a time of
Wood has certainly wasted no time in earning 3:56.41, and freshman Ryan Lane

Erin Caner
Freshman Jim Wood takes off from home plate after knocking one into the outfield against WPI on Monday.

see BANTAMS on page 21
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Bantams Break out the Trinity Crew Team Dominates at Ithaca
Brooms, Beat Bowdoin
By LAUREN TURLIK
NEWS EDITOR

By STEPHANIE APSTEIN
SPORTS EDITOR
The Trinity College Softball
team carried the momentum
from its 8-1 spring training trip
back to Hartford, where the
Bantams swept a three-game
series with the Bowdoin College
Polar Bears to open NESCAC
East play for both teams.
The action started with a
tight game on Friday in which
the teams combined for 17 hits
but only four runs.
The Polar Bears got things
started early with a run on two
hits in the top of the first, but
senior co-captain pitcher Sara
Dougherty held them scoreless
for the final six innings in a sixhit, six-strikeout complete game
performance and also went 2-3
at the plate.
Freshman center
fielder
Jessica Tait got the Bantams on
the board when she led off the
bottom of the third with her
first home run of the year, but
Bowdoin's Karen Reni quieted
the Trinity bats until the last
inning of the game.
After allowing a single to
catcher Ariana Mullin '09, who
went 4-4 on the day, she recorded two quick groundouts before

facing junior left fielder Beth
The Men's and Women's Crew
Gostanian.
teams emerged victorious from
On a 3-2 count, Gostanian their first race of the season at
hammered the last pitch of the Ithaca this past weekend in the
game out of the park for Ithaca Invitational and the TrinityTrinity's first walkoff homer of Cornell Dual Race. The squads
the year.
raced Cornell, Hobart, Ithaca,
The Bantams looked to keep Marist, and William Smith. Trinity
their five-game win streak alive won nine of the 14 races, and many
in a doubleheader on Saturday. of the boats raced twice.
Dougherty shone again in a 4-2
Despite the head injury susand 7-3 sweep in which Trinity tained in practice by one of the
never trailed, spinning a five- Women's strongest rowers, Loren
strikeout complete game in the Massimino '08, who was unable to
morning and even pitching the participate in Saturday's race, the
last inning "of the nightcap. At team still managed several victories.
the plate, she finished the day 3- Kathryn Benfield '07 took her
6 with a home run and two runs place in the first varsity boat and The Trinity Women's Crew team swept
scored.
Deede Dixon '10, who ended up
"Sara did a tremendous job racing three times on the day, the season. We've tasted victory
for us on the mound and at bat, moved up to the second varsity and will continue to wreck other
but just about every player in boat. Tri-captain Jenn Wrobel '07 crews [...] For the first time in our
the lineup contributed in big coxed the first boat, stroked by team's history, we have achieved a
ways and that's why we were able Natalie Jones '09, to victory twice, program with depth. My goal for
to sweep to Bowdoin," said winning by open water with times my team this season for both
Head Coach Caitlin Luz. of 7:16.9 in the heat and 7:41.6 in boats: A hat trick - New England
"Bowdoin is a great team, and it the grand final. First-time Champions, ECAC Champions,
coxswains Amelia Shister '09 and NCAA Champions. Bring it,
was not an easy weekend."
Hannah
Knipple '07 and tri-cap- Williams [winner of the 2006
The first game stayed scoretain
stroke
seat Gus Friendsmith NCAA Championship and one of
less until a walk, a groundout,
greatest
rivals],"
an error, a stolen base, and a sac- '07 led their second varsity boat to Trinity's
rifice provided the Bantams a gold medal as well in 7:54.5 in the Friendsmith said.
with their first two runs of the heat and 8:03.0 in the grand final.
Stephanie Apstein '10 coxed
day in the third inning.
Friendsmith was extremely the combination third varsity-sechappy with the varsity's perform- ond novice boat, mainly comsee BOWDOIN on page 22
ance. "It was a great way to start prised of freshmen rowers and

Courteney Coyne

the varsity events on Saturday at Ithaca.

stroked by Courteney Coyne '10,
which came in second place to
Ithaca's third varsity boat, which
contained only upperclassmen, and
earned a time of 8:29.9. Coxswain
Courtney Kum '10 proved her
steering capabilities in the first
novice boat, stroked by Dixon,
which lost to Ithaca in 8:18.9, when
one member of her boat was
unable to complete the race due to
an equipment malfunction.
Tri-captain Katie Gordon '07
commented on the strength of the
novice squad. "They only had one
see BANTS on page 22

